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WEST KENTUCKY COAL COM-





PAPERS SERVED ON W. D.
MELTON OF BANDANA.
Deputy Marshall Brown Today Goes
to Smithland and Hampton to
Serve Foley sod Nelson Papers.
••••••
, The West Kentucky Coal company
of this city has filed suit in thc United
State* court here, against the Cum-
berland River IkLning company, for
$1,000, claimed as the value of the
coal company's barge that sank above
here last fall while being taken up
the CumberInd river after some spar
for the mining company. Deputy
United States Mhrshal \Made Brown
has just returned from Salem, Ky.,
where be went and served notice of
the litigation on General Manager
Woolfort of tile mining company. The
action comes up for trial at the aprina
term ef federal court at the Paducah
post °fie e
The mining company got the owner
of the little- gasoline boat City of
Terre Haute to rent the barge from
the coal company. The boat then
Pearled up the river with the barge
after a load of spar for the mining
people. The barge sank some miles
above here, and the coal company
sued Terre Haute reenter but as tl.e
latter threatened to take the bankrupt
act, so the coal company could get
nothing, they then withdrew its ac-
tion against the Terre Haute owner,
and reinstituted it againet the mining
company. on the ground the latter is
responsible for the barge sinking, in-
asnmch es the steamboat was acting
as agest for the mining company in




Deputy Marshal htroii returned
last night from Bandana where he
went and served papers on W. D
Meltoe, the merchant of that village
whose creditor* have filed a petition
before judge Walter Evans of the
Lemieville federal court, asking that
Mehon be forced into bankruptcy
The papers the deputy served. cited
Melton to appear before Judge Evans
at Louisville February 7 and show
cause why he should not be declared
n bankrupt, and his business wound
up in this court manner. The credi-
tors seeking to force Melton into
bankruptcy are Hank Bros. of Padu-
cah. Rains, Davis & Co.. and the
National Hat and Glove company. the
two latter being outside firms.
Serve Papers Today.
Deputy Brown goes to Sinithland
4 • today te sere papers on Jessie D.
'Foley, and from there he proceeds
on to Hampton, Livingston county.
sedl serves similar documents on J.
14. 'Nelson & Son. The creditors of
both these firms have also filed peti-
tions 'befiire Judge Evans nt Louis-
ville, seeking Laelorce the merchants
into bankruptcy
Foley is in lenhness at Smiteland
rind the eteditoreettesiting to throw
him hit° bankruptcy ars J. E. Reeves
et Co., Dibbrell Shoe company, and
Charles Leigh & Co. Foley is sum-
moneileto appear before the itidge at
Louisville February 9 and show cause,
if he *As any, why he should not
be ordered into bankruptcy.
S. Kahns' Son. Kilburn Shoe com-
pany, The National Clothing com-
pany, Old Wooden Mitif. and Meyer-
Schmid, latter o fthis city, are the
creditors seeking to force J. H. Net-
seia_and itsn into eaelcruptcy.
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John R. Roberts' Case.
John M. Robinson-Norton Se Co ,
and several other outside creditors.
are the ones wile filed before Judge
Evans a petition to force into bank-
ruptcy, John R. Roberts, the Paducah
dry goods end 'rot ion merchant of
Broadway near Fourth, who two
weeks ago made an assignment. Judge
Eva, ge take!" up this case February 4,
it Which time Rohcrts is cited to
apriesir :tired Make defense to the liti-
SAMPLE OF
THE NEW SEAT





CHARLES H. HANFORD, THE
ACTOR. LECTURED TO
STUDENTS YESTERDAY.
The Paducah Alumni Association
Meets in Monthly Session To-
morrow—Fsbrnary Season
By Board Tuesday.
The sample of the new 1“nd ot diik
to be instalied at the Washington
building auditorium on West Broad-
way, arrived yesterday and it ehows
an up-to-date and recently patterned
seat that is a vast improvement over
the old kind that has been in use
during recent years. The sample
tame from the t;rand Rapids, Mich.,
factory that has the order to furnish
Slit 350 new make of seats, if that
many are needed. These new ones
cost $235 a piece and the trustees
'aye the factory a contract to furnish
as many as might be wanted by the
auditorium, up to as high as 35o. The
facio'ry wrote that the full number
would be shipped March io, as it will
take until that time to forward them
or. account of the plant having so
many orders ahead to be Idled. '
The new desks have a seat which
i- ball-bearing and with a mild flap.
clams up like the *eats in an opera
house Instead of having a fly leaf
extending in front for the pupils to
write on, there is a pocket, like on
tile back of church benches, into
which are dropped the books and tab-
lets. Then when a pupil wants to
write, a leaf, attached to the side of
the seat, is lifted and laps over so
is to form the desk for writing on.
and then when the student finishes
writing, this flap is raised up and
drops back beside the seat so as to
he out of the way Until these new
seats arrive the students will continue
using the tcalporatily arranged ones
installed last week and iinhch answers




Charles B. Hanford, the renowned
actor, who last evening appeared at
The Kentucky, yesterday afternoon
at 3:3re o'clock delivered a very en-
I tertaining and beneficial lecture to the
' students of jilt high school depart-
taent Ile recited many fine pieces
and then during his remarks advocat-
e° establishment of a national theatre
at which the government could em-
ploy the finest of theatrical talent.
perfect them as much as potable and
then let them lecture and conduct
classee over the country so as to pro-
duce a high standard of histrionic abil-
ity
Mr. Hanford resembles NVilliarn
' Jennings Bryan considerable and
'made a fine impression on the stu-
dents and faculty. evidencing posses-
sion of learning and ability of an ex-
rs
!ted order.
This makes Rye addresses this
eeek to the scholars by celebrated
characters of the theateical profes-
sion, as Monday Norman Hackett lec-
tured to the boys and girls. He is
with the Louis James troupe which
appeared that evening.
I Caleb Powers' Case.Louisville,Ky Jan. 30.—The case
of the commonwealth- against Caleb
Powers, charged witils the murder of
W'll'    will b  t 
Alumni Tomorrow.
The Paducah Alumni Asstociation
meets tomorrow afternoon at 4
o'clock in monthly session at the
Washington building.
Monthly Board Session.
The trustees hold their monthly
board meeting next Tuesday evening
et which time considerable business
comes up for consideration, one being
a report from the building committee
regarding the new school house to be
constructed on North Twelfth street
this summer, in the Faxon addition.
urn Goebel, e calleda thegation.
February term of the Scott circuit
court at Georgetown next week. It
----eletderrnan Edward Hannan was will be postponed or 'et for hearing
much better yesterday with his spell at a special term, as the regular term
of fever, but cannot yet leave his is only three weeks' duratio nand the
tome. trial cannot be held during that time.
ENDEAVORITES !BOY RAN AWAY
NAME OFFICERS FROM MEMPHIS
INSTALLATION W A S CON-




REV. A. C. ILLTON HAS GONE
TO WILTON, IA., TO RECUP-
ERATE FOR FEW WEEKS
Word From Sedalia, Mo., Indicates
That Great Success Will be At-
tained With Revival by
Rev. Pinkerton.
The Christian Endeavor society of
the Kentucky avenue Presbyterian
church has elected officers to serve
during tgo7. These new ones were
inducted into their respective offices
by Rev. J. R. Henry, with assistance
of the former president, Miss Ger-







Corresponding Secretary — Mrs.
John Slaughter.
Treasurer—Miss Bessie liovenden.
The Endeavorites hold services
each Sunday evening at 6:30 o'clock
at the church, and at all times cor-
dially ineete all the young people of
the city to meet with them and co-
operate in the good work
Another Fine Talk.
Mrs Carrie Lehman made another
of her grand talks last night at the
Third street Methodist church where
she was listened to by an unusually
large and interesting congregation
She pointed out the great needs ot
this world for purification from a
moral standpoint. and spoke, at length
ahing this line in different respects.
She has made many fine addresses in
thU city and with each one proves
additionally interesting and engaging.
Mite Society.
The Mite Society of the German
Evangelical church of South Fifth
street, will meet this afternoon with
hers. Henry Pieter, of 32t South
Fourth street.
Luther League.
Mrs. Witham Rottgering. of oppo-
site Rowlandtown. will have the
Luther League of the ceerman Luther-
an church to meet with her at 3
o'clock this afternoon.
Minister Departed.
Rev. A. C. Illton left Tuesday night
for Wilton, Ia.. where he remains
for a number of weeks resting up be-
fore re-entering the ministry on ac-
count of the ill condition of his realth
for the past few months. No one has
yet been called to take charge of
the German Lutheran pastorate which
Illton was compelled to give up
because of sickness. The congrega-
tion expects to have its new pastor
semc time the last of next month.
Prospects Good.
eVord from Sedalia, Mo . i, that
isreat enthusiasm and interest is being
worked up in the protracted meet-
ing started there last week by Rev.
W. H. Pinkerton, of this city. He
will be there for four or five weeks
and indications are for an eitceedingly
scceessful revival that has aleeSdy re-




PADUCAH POLICE ASKED TO
KEEP LOOKOUT FOR HIM
ON TRAIN,
MA! RAINED KNIVES FIRST MARRIAGE LICENSE
ANO" FORKS ON HEAD BOOK OF KIND USES NENE
VOL. 23, NUMBER 238
LICENSE BOOK !ILLINOIS CENTRAL
SUITS MANY FORMS MG LAKE
NEW ONE RECEIVED DOES
NOT PROVIDE FOR NOTA-
TION OF ONE'S AGE.
YOUNG FELLOW NAKED MATT
COUNCIL SUSPECTED OF
STEALING PISTOL,
Complaints Corns to Police That
During Cqid Season Msny Coal
Houses are Raided—
Other Business.
Somebody's sixteen year old son
has run away from his horns at Mem-
phis, Tenn., and is en route to Padu-
cah on a freight trnia, but he has not
yet been espied by the policemen who
are keeping a lookout for the chap.
Yesterday Chief James Collins got a
telegram from a woman signing her
name Mrs. S. Hasselt, who asked the
chieftian to keep a watch for a sixteen
year old boy en route here on a
freight train. She did not say who
the chap was, or gist- any detailed
description of him.
Fork Used By Man.
Maine Cnitc-hfieid, cohered, com-
plained to the police yesterday that
she was at the home of a friend when
Sherman colored, came
there aisd proposed that she and lie
step off into a bedroom. She re-
fused the advance and claims that at
this Fitzgerald struck her with his
fists and then tried to see how hard
he could rap her across the cranium
aith some knaves and forks. A war-
rant was issued against Fitzgerakl
who lives at 1033 Clark street.
Girl Was Struck.
flair Caldwell colored, wa arrested
by P2
charge of etr.iktntlf and 2husitli,
color) girt -
Pistol Stolen.
police have received a request
fro* Mr. West of La Center, asking
:la 
na
lookout be kept for a young fel-
med Matt Council, who is
thdeht to have stolen a revolver from
%est. The message came Monday
Eight, but the officers have not yct
located the young fellow who is sup-
posed to be coming this wai
• Coal House Thief.
U. S Commissioner Armour taard-
net notified the authorities yesterday
that someone had been raiding his
coal house every night or two and
stealing whateeer fuel they could get
bold of. The officers have received
a Lumber of complaints of this nature
and each night keep a watch on the
coal houses and alleyways in patrol-
ing their heats in order to detect the
pilffeers. Thus far they have caught
Fur collar Lost.
The department is looking for a
fnracollar lost on the street by the
Litt* girl of Alderman Frank Smith
of "forth Fourth street. It has not
yet- turned up.
Horses Taken Up.
C. E. Stephan of West Broadway,
beyond the city limits, telephoned
lieutenant Thomas Potter last even-
ing that he had found two mares
straying around out that way, and
taken them up,- putting the animals
in his barn where they can be recov-
ered bier the owner calling for them
"NIGHT RIDERS" VISIT
TRIGG COUNTY FARMERS
TOBACCO THROWN INTO POND AND SNOW, AND THREATSARE MADE OF FURTHER DEFBEDATIONS — THREATEN-ING NOTES WERE LEFT WABiamo PARTIES TO PUT THEIRCROPS IN THE ASSOCIATION AT ONCE. . 2&41
MK': • - 111=1114••••..”•••••••
Night riders have visited the barns
of several farmers in Trigg county.
L A'. Miller, a member of the asso-
ciation, had sold a crop under the
"Cadiz agrement." Several hundred
pounds of this tobacco was thrown
out in the snow and more scattered
'about in the barn. A man named
Pinkerton, near Cadiz, and another
named Hawkins, on Cerulean Springs




Druggist R. 0. Broadway of West
Jackson Street. Made an
Assignment.
County Clerk Hiram Smedley yes-
terday received a marriage license
book from the state printeq the like
of which was never seen here before,
as it does not provide blanks to be
filled 'in showing how old the groom
and bride are, or give any reference
to their parents and to several other
roiths. The book says simply that
the clerk is empowered to issue the
license uniting Miss So-and-So and
Mr. So-and-So.
In all license books used heretofore?.
there is a place for the age, the birth'
place of couple, also their parents.
%bile this one ip very simple, and
shows the presumption to be that the
clerk in questioning the couple gleans
enough to justify isshal of the licenser
vetbout fitting into the old blank
form the information given by the
party on applying for the license.
The state primer of Kentucky does
all the printing for the commonwealth
ehich includes these license books.
A great many people in getting a
license to wed do not like to give in
tee number of years of their age,
therefore have filled in the age blank
simply the aords "legal age" to evi-
dence they are old enough to marry
This cute applies especially ter herb-
on widowo-ilad widow-
ers, therefore tIrts new forth-45f trek
will be welcome& * those of .41k
a•ted clam Who 4n, not like to till
how old they are.
road, and several others were given
similar hostile visitis.
A part of Hawkins' tobacco was
thrown in a pond and destroyed.
Threatening notes were left warning
the parties to put their crops in as-
sociation at once."
L. A. Miller WAS here to selcure a
release from a sale contract with the
Imperial Tobacco company as a re-
cult of threats made.
fr '.1,
•EXPERIMENT WWI UNDER-






TERJOWIII ooga To STARTBRICK W NEW
he."'
_ --Trees
C. C. Cameron Has *.0 Promoted
to General Agent of the Illinois
Central Freight Department.
Asset Schedule
Assignee A. E Boyd of the Charles
Hawkins; cafe firm, filed his schedule
of assets with the county clerk yes-
terday. tire document showing that
the Hawkins firm had $1,45375 worth
ef assets, while individually Charles
Hawkins had $.498.i5. The assets in-
clude the stock that was inventoried
by the appraisers, Herbert C. Elliott.
Gus T Smith and A. P. Buchanan.
Property Tranafered.
Mattie and J. C. Rotrndtne have
transferred to W. R. Fields for $300
pi operty on Main street, the deed
for which -wais filed for record yes-
terday with the county clerk.
W. A. Smith sold to C. C. Bork-
hart for $75. land lyiirg out in the
county.
Licensed to Marry.
Lee hfiddleton, aged 26, and Bird
Shelton, aged 23. of Ballard county.
were granted a license to marry by
the clerk. •
Another couple securing a license
wail William Harris, aged 35 and
Gertrude Curd, aged 23, of the city.
Another Assignment.
R. 0. Broadway, the Tenth and
Jackson street druggist, yesterday
failed in business, and made an as-
signment to Attorney Cecil Reed, who
is named as the assignee. Bad busi-
ness causes the failure, and immedi-
ately -the assignee will take an in-
ventory of the stock and accounts.
and file the schedule, showing amount
o" liabilities and assets.
New County Poor Farm.
Thebitildings for the new county
toor farm have been finished corn-
pietely at last, and now the furniture
is being moved out for installation,
so the structure can be occupied by
the paupers taken care of at the coun-
ty expense. It is believed things will
be in shape for the inmates to be
transferred sometime next week from
the old poor farm on West Tennessee
street, to the new one which is in
the neighborhood of Lone Oak.
When the change is made, William
Thompson. the new keeper of the
farm, will take charge. Ile was elec-
ted last fall with the understanding
he .did not assume his duties until
the new buildings were done. Pend-
ing that etr Wilifins has continued
as keeper,
••••=•••••••••••11144114•
The Monis Central railroad, if the
experiment now being prepared ma-
terializes, will maintain a fifty acre
lake at Princeton, Ky., for the pur-
pose of watering engitiee as they pass
through that city. ,They are now
damning up the hollow that will form
the lake, and then if the veater holds
the railroad will buy the ground and
make a permanent reservoir.
Just outside Princeton and between
the two tracks, one of which goes to
Louisville and the other to Nashville,
i's a fifty-acre depression in the
ground about forty feet deep at some
points and graduating from that to
one foot in depth. At the lower end
of this hollow the railroad is bUilding
a mammoth dam, while at the esker
end a large creek empties into the low
ground between creek and dam. After
the darn is finished the place will firt
with water, and if the dam holds satis-
factorily the railroad will then finish
forming the lake and purchase the
ground from MA. Winds, a substan-
tial farmer of that vicinity. The fifty
acre hollow eel hold many gallons of
water.
Since Princeton is the main point
beteeen Chicago and, Nashville this
aide of this,...Csio roseorms-aisa 1.,C,.
and awe it is also ono. of the main
pieces oRialliassilic
el6i0n, 11134W119,414, iailroad,
center. hundreds oi trains going
through every _day. Every engine
waters at that point at present from
the ground tanks, Which are filled by
the pumps used for this purpose. The
railroad does not take water from the
city water works plant at Princeton
With the lake right between the
two tracks, one to Louisville and the
other in Nesierille, the trains can all
stop right on the main line to tate-
water, the supply for which attedd
never give out. It will cost many
thousands of dollars to form the lake.
Stegt WpIls Monday.
The snow is .rabbliy melting and
Cantractor Gees', leatterjohn will
next Monday tatilhis force of brick-
layers from here and go to Princeton,
where he dos.Ste brick work for the
new passenber depot being construct-
ed by the Illinois Central The con-
vete base for the foundation was fin-
ished last week and *begs ready for
him to go up and commence the brick
work, but the snow gmented. He
will leave the :first pt "next week to
start his part of the contract, Which
will keep him bnitejles  some weeks.
as the depot is.illairehrand much of
the structure is brick.
Cameron Promoted.
C. C Ca on, Jormerly assistant
general fr agent of the Illinois
Central in Louisvill , and at present
general frei the southern
lines of that company, ith headquer-
ters in Memphee, has been promoted
by President Ther -see be general
agent of the freight ment of the
entire system with headquarters at
Chicago. The appointment is effect-
ive Febraury r.
There are severaferesnIting promo-
tions in the service. D. W. Longstreet,
general freight agent of the Illinois
Central, with headquarters in Louis-
ville, goes to Memphis to accept the
position made vacant (by Mr. Came-
ron's promotion. Mr. Longstreet wilt
be succeeded at Louisville by William
Smith. Jr., the present assistant gen-
eral freight agent at Nashville. Mr.
Smith, in turn, will be succeeded by
W. E. Downing, the present commer-
cial agent of the Illinois Central at
Cincinnati.
More experienced members of the
Ananias club do not exist than those
who hover around Czar Nicholas at
St. Petersburg and keep that monarchs
posted as to what is not going on in
his empire.
'Germany is also building two mon-
ster engines of peace that are calcu-
lated to lids anything on the high sea*







GOODS BANK HELD ON
RECEIPTS ORDERED fAID FOR
CRAY AND DUDLEY 'RE
COVER ED VALUE OF THE ART
ICLES
SOLD REHKOPF FIRM SH
O RTLY BEFORE ASSIGNME
NT-
-MR. RE.HKOPF CONTRADI
CTS EVIDENCE GIVEN BY 
PRESI-
DENT THOMPSON OF B
ANK—THERE IS NOW ON TR
IAL
THE ACTION OF EVANSV
ILLE PRESSED BRICK COM
PANY
AGAINST CONTRACTOR 
BRIDGES—LAST OF JURY LITIGA
-
TION WILL BE DISPOSED 
OF TODAY IN CIRCUIT COUR
T.
judgment for the amount of the 
Reasons and motion were made for
bill of goods sold by plaintiff t
o de- 'a new tri
al of the suit where Charles
W. Boswell got judgment against
 the
fendant, was given esterday t
o the Citizens Savings bank for $3,26
1,
Gray & Dudley firm against the
 E. which is the amount Boswell 
got
'Rehskopf Saddlery company, in 
the judgment for against The Odell
 Corn-
circuit court, it being the first j
ury mission company and attached 
in this
decision rendered in the num
erous bank, but the latter claimed th
ey had
actions pending. The judgment 
was no money of Ode's on deposit
 there.
Now the bank is compelled to pay
 the
amount for not turning over that su
m




The last two cases for trial by the
jurles, come up today, they bein
g
kopf firm was insolvent when the 
sale those of Dr. J. W. Pendley, 
for his
was made, therefore the goods sho
uld daughter Floy Pendley, aga
inst the
be returned. 
Illinois Central railroad; and Max
The evidence showed the goods 
got Nahm and Jot Friedman agai
nst Wil-
'here September 6, and were c
arried ham Katterjohn. The regul
ar judge,
/direct to the Cohankus manufact
uring! W. M. Reed. is interested as 
lawyer
conspany and stored, and not to 
the for one side in both these cases
 there-
Rehkopf buildings at Second 
and fore disqualified from presidi
ng, hence
Broadway. Rehkopf borrowed mone
y
from the bank' on the warehouse 
re-
ceipts, and the American-Germa
n
bank sold the goods to Starks-Ullm
an.
President George Thompson of 
the
bank swore yesterday that Mr. R
eh-
kopf gave consent for the bank to sell 
at Eleventh and Broadway. On 
first
the articles to Starks-Ullman, and 
trial of the litigation the girl 
was
"Mr. Rehkopf denies that h
e given $10o damages, but a new 
hear-
ing procured.
In the other case Nahm and Fr
ied-
man own the 510 Broadway budd
ing
formerly occupied by The Regis
ter.
for $348. 451
Gray & Dudley eold the Rehk
opf
firm the goods last September
 5.
while the Paducah firm made an 
as-
signment September 20. Gray & Dud
-
ley sued for return of the goods,
 or
their value, on the growl! the 
Reh-
ever gave permission for th
e
goods to be disposed of, by the ban
k
whissit held the receipts calling for the
articles in the warehouse. Hendrick
.
filler & garble represented the win- In 
order a second story could be pat
fling side in the case. The esidence 
on, the roof was torn off the 
one
showed the dates had ben changed 
story 'itructure, and rain pouring
 in,
on the warehouse receipt held by the 
damaged the newspaper pleat Th
e
American-German bank. 
Register got $2,aeo damages 
from
There is now on trial in the court 
Natoli and Friedman, who now su
e
the court the suit of the Evatrsville 
Katterjohn, who a as the contrac
tor
Pressed Brick company against Con- 
adding the second story, and 
whom
tractor Edward Bridges, for about 
Nahm and Friedman claim was 
re-
Smoot). plaintiff claims due for bric
k sponsible for the damage don
e the
sold Bridges. The arguments were 
newspaper, hence action to reco
ver
finished yesterday/ and the case goes 
from him.
to the jury this morning. Briges got 
Just as soon as these two a
ctions
the contract to improve South Third a
re disposed of, the jurors wil
l be
street from Kentucky avenue to 
dismissed. and Judge Reed begin 
try-
Broad street in this city. The Evans- 
ing the litigation submitted to 
him
%Ile concern furnished him the brick 
personally.
to do the work with, and now claim 
Steamboat Litigation.
Bridges owes hint for much of the 
There was taken up yesterday at
material. 
Metropolis,sthe $2,000 damage sui
t
The jury gave J. W. Jackson of
 Charles Herrington against Robert
judgment for $too against the Pada
- and James Owens, owners of 
the
cab Traction company, for injuries 
ferryboat Bettie Owen. Herring
ton
feceil-A October 5. lac& He 
claims was out in the river 
between 'here
he took a car at Tenth and Trimble an
d Brookport in a skiff, when ru
n
•treet and gave the conductor notice d
own by the Bettie Osven, w
hich
to let him off at a certain point, but cr
ushed and sank the skiff, w
hile
was carried by. He then requested He
rrington was thrown into the
to he let off, but contends the con- water, f
rom whence be was pulled by
ductor pushed him off while the car sh
e ferryboat crew. He claims the
was running and caused him to be boat
 bitting him caused injuriee He
injured badly. He sued for $2,000. lives 
over in Illinois
Judge Joseph Robbins of Mayfiel
d
has been chosen she special judge t
o
preside while these suits are bein
g
heard.
Floy Pendley was hurt on a street
car that was struck by an I. C. t
rain
WISCONSIN WOMAN TO NOTE
MEN'S HABITS
Suporior. Wis . Jan 30—Several
girls of this city have formed a girl
s'
protective association. It is a sort
love tritst.
Its r.urpose is to keep tab on youn
g
men id the city. They will keep one
another informed as to actions of 
the
men and protect members of the so-
ciety from attentions of any youth
against whom there is the slighte
st
breath of suspicion.
If a member hears of any youn
g
man falling by (he wayside, she im-
mediately reports the rest. Tha
t
young fellow is tberafter tabooed.
On the contrary. if a young ma
n
shows signs of reformation, this also
is noted. He is correspondingly en-
couraged.
The discovery of the organization
has created a stir among young men
of the city. All arc wondering ho
w
they stsnd on. the books of the so
-
c iety.
COUPLE HAVE WED EACH OTHER
FIVE TIMES
Lander. Wyo., Jan. so.---kuilert J.
'Burkett and Hannah M. Burkct
t, who
are to live on a ranch north 
of here,
liaa-e just been married for the 
fifth
time, having been divorced four
 times
since they first became hu
sband and
wife, twenty-odd years ago.
Within six months after thei
r first
marriage, in Monttna. Mrs. 
Burkett
applied for and obtained a 
divorce
from her husband on the 
ground of
cruelty. Within a year they 
remar-
ried, quarrs:ed soon after the second
marriage, and Mrs. Burkett left her
husband, who obtained a divorce on
the ground of desertion. The next
divorce was obtained by the wife on
the ground of desertion and non-sup-
port. The last divorce was obtained
by the husband on the ground of de-
sertion. The couple have fived in a
number of the western states since
their first marriage, and two divorces
were obtained in the same state.
"DON'T SHOOT, I'LL GIVE UP"=rar
Tittsburg, Pa., Jan. 3o,—Testamon
y
to show that William 
Crowley after
la- had cried out: "I'll 
give up, don't
shoot fellows,' 'was shot 
by Private
John Dowd upon orders 
from Lieut.
Ralph W. Drury of the Uni
ted States
army, was given at the trial 
of these
taro men for murder today. Th
e case
ie regarded as the most im
portant of
the kind tried in a decade. 
The com-
teonwealth is prosecuting, while 
the
government is defending the soldi
ers.
The particular question at issu
e con-
cerns the right of a soldier 
of the
United States to kill another man 
out-
side of federal property, who i
s .sus-
pected of having con:tainted a 
crime
within federal property. The 
defense
as outlined to the jury sets si 
that
the theft of copper from 
an arsenal
by Crowley would be proved, that
witnesses of the prosecution contra-
eicted themselves; that the fatal shot
was fired after repeated warnings to
halt; that Crowley would have es-
caped had he not been shot just when
he was, and that finally, this would
be proven by Crowley's dying state-
ment.
CHICAGO'S EPIDEMIC.
eoa New Cases of Scarlet Fever and
29 of Diphtheria.
Chicago, Jan'. to.—Four hundred
'and seven new cases of scarlet fever
•onsi act cases of diphtheria are report-
ed in this city in the last twenty-four




HAS BEEN GIVEN THE ALCO-
HOL INDUSTRY IN THIS
COUNTRY.
Will Be Denatured and Used More
Extensively Than Ever for
Commercial Purpose.
A law went into effect on the first
which promises to give a great im-
petus to the alcohol industry. That
product can now be denatures!, and
by escaping the heavy revenue tax
sold at figures that will bring it into
cdmpetition with gasoline for motive
and other purposes. Experts in the
internal revenue bureau estimate
that during the first year the law is
operative not less than so,000,000 gal-
lons will be made in this country.
It is expected to place the United
States at one bound at the head of
the list of countries engaged in the
manufacture of alcohol for the arts.
France makes annually only 7,,.
000 gallons, Germany 38,000,000 ansl
Great Britain 7,000,000. No amend-
ments to the law will be considered
by the house ways and means com-
mittee at this session, although sev-
eral will be offered. It is proposed
that the law shall be tested a.s it
stands for one year before any tink-
ering with it is undertaken.
The first general meeting of the
Kentucky Child Labor Association
will be held at the Woman's club in
Louisville on February 21. These
will be eight addresses, by promi-
nent people interested in the child
labor problem, each limited to five
isinutes. The plans for the cam-
taign. which will be general through-
mit the state, will be discussed at the
meeting.
MARLBOROUGH GETS
$5o.000 MORE A YEAR
W. K. Vanderbilt, Arranging the
Quarrel With His Daughter, the
Duchess. Increases the Duke's
Income
The trouble between the Duke and
the Duchess of Marlborough 11 set-
tled, outwardly, at least. That King
Edward had a large part in effecting
the arrangement is repeated on all
sides, says a London cable.
W. K. Vanderbilt. father of the
duchess, has settled $50,000 a year
more on the duke. Mr. Vanderbilt
offered to do this voluntarily. Of
course, his original settlement on the
duke and the two children is not af-
fected by the duke's acceptance of his
offer.
One condition of the arrangement
between the duke and the duchess is
that they shall not meet for sonic
time. After awhile they will resume
their residence under one roof. but
really as strangers. This modus vi-
vendi has been found very satisfactory
by the duke and diathesis of Sutherland
and several other aristocratic de-
tached couples
Lady Gresly. the duke's sister. i. in
charge at Blenheim, where Lord Ivor
Churchill is convalescing from his ill-
nes.. In her husband's absence from
Blenheim, the duchess motored there
a few days ago to visit her 500. She
was shown to the child's bedroom by
the butler as if she were a distant ac-
quaintance of the family. She re-
mained about two hours and did not
meet Lady Gresly. For the past ten
days little Lord Blandford has been
passing half the time with his mother
at Sunderland House, her town resi-
dence.
Now that Mrs. Oliver If P Bel-
mont has helped to settle her daugh-
ter's affairs, as satisfactorily as may
be, she is devoting a little time to
herself. Let it be whispered only
that Mrs. Belmont has gained much
weight. She hes,consulted the best
specialists on obesity' in London;
every morning one -visits her Sunder-
land House. Besides a masseuse is
doing her much good. Mrs. "Belmont
is on the strictest diet.
She is going 'abroad soon and has
been ordered to walk a mile a day,
gradually increasing the distance.
KILLED IN. 
REAR-END.
Extra Freight Crashes Into a "Dead
Head" Coach.
Sheibourne Falls, Nfasl.. Jan. ao —
In a collision between an express
train and an extra freight on the
Pittsburg division of the Boston and
Maine railroad at South River today,
four employes of the railroad were
killed and several injurcd. No pas-
sengers were Thum The rolling stock
was badly gmaghed
South River is a station near Deer-
geld. As the express was running at
the usual speed, the "signal" whistle
was blown for some reason that does
not appear and the express came to a
sudden stop. While a brakeman was
endeavoring to place signals behind
the train the freight came along and
crashed into the rear of the express.
The rear car wac a "dead head"
coach in which were several employes
of the railroad, and these were tl:e
ones killed or injured.
SELLING LIQUOR
WITHOUT LICENSE
THEODORE PETERS GIVEN A
TRIAL ON THAT CHARGE
YESTERDAY.
The Case Accusing Switchman Joseph
Colley of Stealing Whiskey From
Box Car Was Left Open.
Came..... --0.. aos..,r. cinfwyphrd
The evidence was heard yesterday
morning in the police court in the
case charging Theodore Peters, of
toao Broadway with selling liquor
without a city license entitling him to
do so. After hearing the testimony
the case was left open untl tomorrow
by Attorney J. S. Ross, who is hold-
ing court for Judge Cross while the
latter is away getting married. The
et idence showed that Peters had sold
a pint of whiskey for fifty cents to •
young fellow named Ferguson.
There was left open until next
Monday the warrant charging Joseph
J. Colley with stealing several quarts
of whiskey from a box car of the Illi-
nois Central rairoad. Colley is em-
ployed as switchman in the yards and
it is claimed lie got the intoxicants
Irons the ear, while he contends be
found them concealed under some
ties and brush.
Until tomorrow was postponed the
cast charging W. A. Kramer with
stealing several razors from Barber
Frank Anders of Jersey.
The disorderly conduct charge
against William Moore resulted in he
being fined $5 and coos.
A tine of $to and costs was assessed
against James Brooch for being drunk
and disorderly.




Di Simpson. on Triad for Murder,
Accused in Testimony.
Riverhead. I. I . Jan. so.—"For
i,sd's sake burry. old man; Etc shot
ii', father-in-law!"
ihese words were attributed by Dr
Issrah Frank in bus sworn testimony
to Dr James W Simpson, who is on
trial for murdering his father-in-law,
Bartley T. Horner. Dr. Frank said
lie was the second doctor to artier
at the Dormer bone on the night of
the shooting and that Simpson utter-
ed the woedg above quoted when he
called for his professional assistance
Dr. John Hosea. who also attended
lforiwr on the night of his death,
testified that Dr. Simpson had
conaiderable agtation %then lie
calle4nat his office to bring him to
the of his dying father-in-law.
De said that the doctor kept mutter-
'-Thus s is horrible—this is the
limit.-
Opening Address Scathing.
Sn scathing %1 71 the opening ad-
dress made late today by District At-
torney Furman at the beginning of
the trial of Dr Simpson. alto was
a Fifth avenue. Manhattan, dentist.
that Judge Kelly had to interrupt sev-
eral times and beg that the esien-
ts.Dl part of the indictment he adhered
to. Dr. Simpson sat calmly tlwough
out the ordeal.
The district attorrey quoted the
words Mr. Horner is said to have
uttered 'as he fell writhing from the
effect. of the gunshot wound. "My
God, doctor, you have done it finally!"
Simpson had made no attempt to as-
sist the injured man, the district at-
torney declared. although he was well
versed in the knowledge of treating
wounds
Fixes Motive for Shooting.
Mr. Horner had been an obstacle
in the path of Dr. Simpson, the prose-
tutor said, 'n that the doctor felt that
he would has-e money as soon as hie
father-in-law died. He was reduced
to this last extremity. said the district
attorney. The time had come when
something had to happen to change
the current of 17114 life. He had
gambled and wasted in other ways
hs own money, said the prosecutor.
Earlier ;n the day a jury had been
secured and theee witnesses, all ohs--
sicking, were examined before ad-
journment. Two important witnesses
have been brought into the case un-
expected by the state. They are
George K. Preston. a convict, serving
a sentence in Sing Sing for arson,
and Praia-Wawa-ski. a Polish chore-
boy, an eye witness of t14 fatal shoot
leg, whose mind was affected by the
srene and who had been confined in
an insane asylum.
Preston was confined in the River-
head jail while awaiting trial for arson
end occupied °the cell next to Simp-
son's,
RICH LAD COURT MARTIALED
Malcolm B. Parkin, a Friend of Harry
Thaw, Deserted From Navy.
Philadelphia, "a., Jan. ao.—Mal-
roltn B. Parkins son of one of Pitts.
hurg'g richest families, and an inti-
mate friend of Harry Thaw, was
court martialed at League island for
desertion. Jibe was a plain private in
the navy.
Only Chameleon and Aurora Borealis.
Will Rival Summer Man, Is The
Promise Of Tailors
(Chicago Examiner.)
Put away the sober garments
That our Willie used to wear;
He will never need them—never---
If he'd make the girlies stare.
141lie, if he'd aliine resplendent,
Must—this fashion edict "goes-
Put big *cheeks in all his pockets
For the checks in all his clothes.
"Mother, mothey, mother, pin a
rose ou. nie!"
And when mother had added this
crowning touch to his get-up the
young man of istcq will loom up like
a night-blooming cereus in a flood of
moonlight.
Sartorially he will be as spotted and
striped and full of color as a tiger lily
or Oscar Wilde's "Salome."
He will be a sunrise in the Alps, a
summer rainbow, an aurora borealis.
He will be an electrical show, a
torchlight procession, a Filipino vil-
lage on fire.
Can't Enter in Violet Stakes.
By no stretch of the imagination
could he be depicted as
"A violet by a mossy stone.
Half hidden front the eye."
For in his new spring and summer
togs tie will flame and Hare. lie will
scintillate; 'he will rediate; hie will
CO7 uscate
These facts have already been de-
cided upon by the Custom Cutters'
association of America, now holding
its twenty-seventh annual convention
at the Auditorium hotel.
President Frank A. Rose, of Chi-
cago, is presiding. and Frank Peter-
son, of Chicago, manager of practical
work, is showing the 650 attendant
members exactly what's what in
clothes for this season and conduct-
ing the daily demonstrations in mak-
ing and fitting
Peg Ttop Trousers Deed.
here are some uf the changea in
men', styles promulgated for osoa.
The "peg-top" trousers must gra
Instead of resembling a dirigible bal-
loon ill the seat and a shoulder of
mutton below the knee, as heretofore,
trousers this season %sill be cut of
moderate width all the way down
There will be no "cuffs" on trousers
--that io they will not be turned up
at the bottom—excepting for outing
purposes
kften'e sack coats will no longer
wave :n the breeze like a ts
sail, nor will they be as long as a
l'or'e blanket Instead, they will be
cut to a length almost approaching
the "dinky" limit.
The shoudeas will he square
There will be a waist, rather than a
bag. effect
Right Here is the Limit.
Three button- will be the limit.
Some ail! have only two.
There will be no more wide effects.
in she back, but some sack coats will
be cut with a dip to the front.
Lapels will be extra wide and long.
And the colors? Coruscant plaids
and and rowdy worsteds will pre-
dominate. The noisier they are, the
better. In fact, if they are not noisy
you might as well take them home
and' give them to Johnnie, the char-
woman's son—that is, if you care for
style.
The three-button, double-breasted
sack, trade of wide striped herring
bone, with extra long lapels, reaching
even below that parallel of humor
latitude marked by the diaphragm,
will be much affected by stylish dcss-
ers. This coat, which will .have
outside breast pocket, will also
worn in gray, blue and brown.
' Riot on Laster Predicted.
Thc very pescocky cutaway frock,
built of English worsted of a turbo-
lent revolutionary pattern, will be
worn by such business men at have
the price—and the nerve.
All coats will be cut reasonably Its!!
in froat. -Only Englishmen like a
tight front," said Mr. Peterson.
Strange, too. Those Britishers are so
chesty. Governor Swettenham, of
Jamaica, for example.
And vests! Oh, thost vests! Get
out your blue goggles! Get a piece
of smoked glass! Put up your um-
brella!
The waistcoats designed for this
season are simply law-breaking in
their intensity. Ten to one there will
be a not on State street Faster Sun-
day.
There is one pattern in particular -
a double-breasted, nerve-racking affair
with no collar, lapels as wide as a
young elephant's cars and check* half
as big as a Ugottohavea biscuit
Mao the "Fat Man's Friend."
Then there is another—the Fat
Man's Friend The stripes, which run
up and down, slope from the shoulder
the waist line at such an angle that
they give a chest effect that is very
much Jim Jeffries while tbe abdomi-
nal preponderance i• almost wholly
lost sight of.
And there are others—eh, many
others! If you want an idea of what
they look like, get a kaleidoscope and
send it whirling round, or run poet a
show aindow full of picture post-
cards
One ot the newest things is a silk
vest to be aorn with a dinner coat.
Very thin black stripes extend hori-
zontally over a glistening white back-
ground. It has black-braided pockets
and other frills and three giddy but-
tons. Fortunately it will he worn only
in the evening. Otherwise there would
be an extra job for the fire depart -
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THESE WELL KNOWN PHYSICI
FREE DURING FEBRUARY A
TO THE SICK BEING CARE
THE INSTITUTION—NEW D
WHEN MAYOR CALLS THE
GROUNDS ARE TO BE BEA
THIS YEAR.
The "visiting ttaff" fos Riverside
hospital, to serve the months of Feb-
ruary end March, comprise the follow-
ing physicians:
Surgical—Dr. r G. Brook. and Dr.
Earl.
Medical—Dr. Brot'eers and Itr.
°Charles R. Lightfoot.
Obitetrics—Dr. Eddie Young.
Eye, Ear. Nose and Throat—Dr. II.
t; Reynolds.
Cenci-Urinary—Dr. J. C. Freeland.
These gentlemen kindly lend their
viervices free of charge for the com-
ing two months, and treat all pauper
rases edmitted to the city hospitlil
ior attention at public cost. The
ph)-.i.% ins ...Intiniater la the caaes
coming under the department preced-
ing elicit names above, and selection
of the staff made yesterday.
The board of directors now for the
hospital consists of Mayor Yciser, Dr.
H. P. Sights, Dr. Frank Boyd, Presi-
dent Lindsey of the council. and
• President Palmer of the aldermen.
The mayor of the city is always a
member of the board. while the two
physicians are elected by the public
legislative boards, in order to give
"citizenship" tepreiRtitation in the
body. The president of the council,
and alaa of the aldermen, is a mem-
ber by virtue of their presidency of
the legislative bodies. Mr. Lindsey
was clected president of the lower
'board the first of this year, and there-
by became a director, while now Earl
Palmer has voted for himself and
elected himself to the presidency of
the aldertzianic body, which carrie4
with t membership in the directors
body.
tnct the new council and alder-
ANS LEND THEIR SERVICES
ND MARCH IN ADMINISTERING
D FOR AT PUBLIC EXPENSE IN
'RECTORATE BE ORGANIZED
M TOGETHER — HOSPITAL
UTIFIED TO GREAT EXTENT
men presidents were chosen, the hos-
pital board has never held a meeting,
to formally admit them to the direc-
torate and organize. Mayor Yeiser
expects to call the directors together
shortly to organize and put Lindsey
and Palmer on the committees to take
the places held by Oscar Starks and
George MeBroom, before the two lat-
ter went out of the aldermanic and
council boards last month.
The general council of the city has
allowed $5,000 for operating expenses
of the hospital for 'gel, and this will
be an elegant sufficiency, added to
the thousands the municipality derives
from renting private wards and caring
for private patients at the institution.
The overhanging debt of the institu-
tion lacks only a little of having been
paid off in full, and from now on the
hospital is expected to prove one of
the best paying pieces of property
the city government ever controlled.
This year the directors intend fixing
up the grounds around the institution
by haeing it planted with bluegrass
seed, intersepersed with concrete
walks, flower beds arranged, and
acmes placed out, so patients in con-
valesciiig can lounge around in the
open air. The hospital sits on the
brink, of the hill overlooking the Ohio
river a.nd is a fine viewpoint. giving
a clear vision of miles of beautiful
river, and surrounding country. which
cannot be obstructed on account of
there being a steady decline in the
ground leading from institution yard
to thT river's edge. The institution
has not had enough money to its
credit since being opened twenty




The Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, Mo., is giving away a beauti-
fully framed picture, size 5 1-2 by
0 , 7 1-4 
inches, to every one sending Sr
for the year's subscription to their
great semi-weekly paper and Farm
Progress, a monthly agraniltural pa-
per wiblisheci by The Republic.
This offer is open to both new and
olil subscribers, If you hc taking
1 the paper at present. send in your dol-
lar and have your time marked up far
one year and get one of these beauti-
ful pictures without any extra cost.
The pictures re genuine worka of
art, done in nine colors. Two of them
are heads of beautiful girls. One
wears a black picture hat and has two
roses pinned to her pink bodice. If
tins one is desired, order No. to. "The
Spring Girl" No. it. or "The Summer
Girl.- wears a light brown picture
hat, trimmed with light green. She
also wears a white and green waist,
with a bunch of very pretty flowers at
herabreast. The remaining picture, or
No. it, is a three-quarter length pic-
ture representing "The Winter Girl."
with a long coat, boa about her neck
and a muff
The frames are made of rounded
metal and are all black. To tell them
from real ebony it would be necessary




atinnatiim The picture. and frames
are neat and pretty enough to grace
the walls of a millionaire's home.
There is nothing cheap or shoddy
looking about them. They cannot be
duplicated in the retail stores for less
than so cents. The beat recommenda-
tion that we can give them i to say
that if you are not thoroughly siatis-
tied with your picture they will refund
the money for your subscription and
pay the postage for returning the pic-
ture to them.
If you are already a subscriber to
the TWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC.
or if you want only the agricultural
monthly. Farm Progress. send a silver
dime for one year's subscription to
this big sixteen-page farm and home
paper. The TWICE-A-WEEK RE-
PUBLIC is the oldest and best semi-
weekly family paper in the country.
and Farm Progress is the fastest
growing farm monthly in America.
Remember that you get both these
splendid publication, for a year and
enc of these handsomely framed pic-
tures, all for only $1.
Remit by postoffice or express
money order, registered letter or bank
draft. Do not send personal checks.
Write name and address plainly. Ad-
dress all orders to the St. Liana Re-
public. St. Iamia. Mo.
REBUKES GAMBLING RAIDS
Suspicions of "Trust."---Court Orders Warrants Is-
sued In Arrests
Chicago. Jan. 3o. —Chief of Police
Collins was yesterday morning criti-
-cised by M'unicipal Judge Sadler at
Desplaines street for the method* fol-
lowed by him in ordering raids on
gambling houses, and the intimation
that a gambling "trust" exists in Chi-
cago wait referred to by the court in
unmistakable terms. The court then
issued an order that police officers
make arrests hereafter only on pro-
tes, of warrants wherever possible.
The order was issued in the case of
Ralph Adams, who keeps a barber
shop at 16t and 163 West Madison
-street under, the Haymarket theater
anal who frequently has been arrest-
ed on the ehatge of keeping a gam-
ling home. Adams was arrested Sat-
urday evening on a telephone order
from Chief Collins to Captain Rehm
of the Desplaines street station and
Judge Sadler dismissed the charge
against Adams yesterday,
When the arrest was made Adams
is said to have it. first refused the
police admittance to an inside room
which .ereral exits. Later the
police entered and a number of tables,
1Vitil cards and poker chips, avete
'found concealed behind a secret\door
ender the sidewalk. Adams' attorney
raised the point that the arrest should
ton havo been made without a war-
rant.
-Chief Collins ordered us to place a
man there on guard and keep him
there night and day to see that no
gambling went on at that place." Cap-
tain Rehm told the court. "That or-
der is being obeyed."
Grounds for Suspicion.
"It 's apt to give grounds for sus-
pieion." Judge Sadler said, "when the
information is flying around that cer-
tain places are being protected and
others arc being raided, for the chief
to order an arrest in this way. He is
short sighted in ordering an arrest by
telephone.
"Such action gives the most possi-
ble credence ass the bad reports
which arc being bandied about in the
city and by the press. Charges are
being made that persons not in a so-
called gambling trust are being raid-
ed. I do not know whether there isa a
gambling trust or whether this de-
fendant is in it.
Court Dismisses Defendant.
am going to dismiss this man,"
Judge Sadler continued. "If gam-
bling had been found and the offend-
1 era arrested it would be different.
But this arrest was made mere& for
having gambling instruments in his
possession at 41 time when a judge
sena sitting at the municipal court in
Fifth avenue, not over five blocks
away. In this kind of case where no




TELLS OF THE COMPOSITOR
OF OLDEN DAYS—HIS
EXPERIENCES.
But Admits That Times May Have
Changed Since He Was a Devil
in a Print-Shop.
Sonic years ago, at a typothetae
dinner, Mr. Clemens responded to the
toast. "The Compositor," as follows:
"The hairman's reminiscences have
caused me to fall into reminiscences,
for I myself am something of an
antiquity,
"All things change in the proces-
sion of years, and it may be I am
among strangers. It may be that the
printer of today is not the printer
of 35 years ago. I was no stranger
to him. I knew him well. I built
his lire for him in the winter morn-
ings; brought his water from the vil-
lage pump; I swept his office; I
picked up the type front under Ins
stand, and when he was there to see,
I put the good type in his case and
the broken ones among the hell mat-
ter, and if he wasn't there to see,
I dumped it all among the pi on the
imposing stone—for that was the fur-
tive fashion of the cub, and I was the
cub. ,
"I wetted down the paper Saturday
and turned it Sunday—for this was
a country weekly. I rolled; I washed
the rollers and washed the forms; I
folded the papers and carried them
round at dawn on Thursday mornings.
I enveloped the papers that were for
the mail—we had too subscribers in
the town and 300 in the country;
the town subscribers paid iii groceries,
the country ones in cabbages and
cordwood—when they paid at all.
which was merely sometimes, and
then ue always stated the fact in the
paper and gave them a nice pufl; and
ii we forgot it they stopped the paper.
"Every man on the town list he$ed
edit the thing—that is, gave orders
as to now it was to be edited. dictated
:us opinion., marked out its course for
it, and every time the boss failed to
cosine:a he stopped his paper.
"We were just infested with critics
and we tried to satisfy them all over
We had one subscriber who paid
cash and 'he was more trouble to us
than all the rest. He bought us,
once a year, body and soul, for two
dollars. He used to modify our
policies every which way, and he
made us change our religion four
times in live years. If we ever tried
to reason with him, he would threaten
to stop his paper, and of course that
meant bankruptcy and destruction.
That man used to write articles a
column and a half long, leaded long
primer, and sign them 'Junius,' or
'Verita4; or 'Vox Poptili; or some
other high-sounding rot; and then.
after :t was set up, he would conic
in and say he had changed his mind
—v.hich ss as a gilded figure of speech,
because he hadn't any—and order it
to be left out. We couldn't stand
such 3 waste as that, ao we always
hank the leads out, altered the signa-
ture, sredited the article to the rival
paper in the next village.
Knitter's Romance.
Rom -ince may certainly figure in
many of the knitted waistcoats and
gorgeous stockings worn by our un-
dcrgraduatcs today, but these 'have
not so romantic an origin as the first
of these articles produced in this
country, says the London Chronicle.
For tradition has it that Williatn Lee,
who in the sixteenth century invented
the knitting frame on which both
stockings and waistcoats were pro-
ducd mechanically, waa driven to this
piece af ingenuity by the cruel flout-
ing of the lady he loved. who 'hap-
pened to he a stocking knitter.
Enraged at his failure to make an
impression on her heart, he sought to
make it on her purse by killing her
means of livelihood; and one is glad
to read that all stocking makers com-
bined to frustrate his cruel purpose,
with the result that lie fled with his
invention to France. where he finally
died of a broken heart, whether for
love af his lady or of his spoiled in-
vention, -tradition does not say.
FEMALE RAFFLES GOES
T WAIL FOR YEAR
Boston, Jan. 3o.—Mrs. Beatrice A.
Clooman, the now famous female
"Raffles" of Cambridge, who, when
arraigned before Judge Airily, ap-
pealed from a sentence of one year in
the house of correction, yesterday
came before the court, accepted the
decree and has taken her place among
the inmates of the Middlesex county
pen.
The arrest of Mrs. Clooman and
subsequent events proved one of the
most interesting chapters in the his-
tory of recent car loads of articles of
varied 'hue and description which she
had filched from employers during a
long period of time.
When arrested. while leaving the
house of her latest employer, Albert
M. Barnes. 17 Lancaster 'street, she
was carrying a valise full of coal.
When she was searched at the station
it was found that she had on four






Meeting Was Convened in Nashville,
Tenn., and There Were Emi-
nent Divines.
A Home Mission Conference held
i opening session Monday morning
at the Russell-street Presbyterian
church, Ninth and Russell streets,
says the Nashville Banner. Repre-
sentatives were present from Ken
tucky and Alabama and from East
and Middle Tennessee. Rev. C. L.
Thompson, I). D., and Rev. John
Dixon, D. D., secretaries of the home
mission board of the Presbyterian
church, U. S. A., and Urs. Ella A.
Boole and Mrs. Dee Ferguson Clarke,
secretaries of women's mission work,
are among the prominent visitors to
the general direction of B. P. Fuller-
ton, D. D., of Si'. Louis, field secre-
tary of home missions for the south-
west. •
The object of tha conference is to
exchange information concerning the
needs of the field in Kentucky,' Ten-
nessee and Alabama, and to give the
secretaries who direct the home mis-
sion forces of +he Presbyterian church
an opportunity to confer with the
workers in the tanks.
After devotional exercises by Rev.
M. E. Chappell, of Princeton, Ky., the
morning was devoted to an earnest
presentation of the needs of the three
states. Rev. W. B. Witherspoon and
Rev Valter M. Crawford, speaking
for Alabama, said that the Presby-
terian forces in that state, including
four-fifths of the ministers and a pos-
sible two-thirds of the members for-
merly in the Cumberland Presbyterian
church, had come to the point where
they could drop the discussion of
union against anti-union to engage in
active christian work. The visits of
Dr. Cilhoun, of the evangelistic com-
mittee, and other prominent Presby-
terians had done much to dispel the
false idea that the Presbyterian
church does not believe in revivals.
It is time now to man every needy
point and go on with the work of the
church.
Dr. Donald MacDonald. of Dan-
ville. Ky., superintendent for Synodi-
cal Missions for that state, said that
every strategic point ever occupied in
that state, save one, wag safe for
United Presbyterianism. The oppo-
sition to union was in many cases due
Ian groundless fear-. Rev. M. E.
Chappellaof Princeton, Ky.. said that
in his own city there would soon be
but one Presbyterian church, the re-
sult of the union of three formerly
separated. In reply to questions, he
said 4avat the failure of a mapjority of
former Cumberland Presbyterians. in
Kentucky was due to the manner in
which a few persistent agitators had
taken ads antage of prejudices against
anything and everything northern, but
that lie influence of these men was
growing less.
Dr. C. %V! Duncan. synodical super-
intendent for Tennessee, spoke in a
hopeful manner of the prospects for
aggressive and united christian work
in the state. He was followed by J.
E. Clarke, I). D., editor of the Cum-
berland Presbyterian. of, Nashville.
who presented the situation in Ten-
nessee in a manner which called forth
applause from the audience.
ABOUT PEOPLE.
In denying the rumor that he was
to become a theatrical manager. Clyde
Fitch says be has enough to do now
and that it is easier to manage one
dramatist than seven attraction'.
Will Carleton and J. Whitcomb
Riley are old favorites not often pub-
licly seen or heard now. Riley is rich
and inactive in Indiana and the authar
of "Farm Ballads" lives in Michigan.
Joshua Stevens, lately deceased at
the age of az was the inventor of the
receivar or he was not, the fact de-
pending rut who states it. That' he
was the head of a large Chicopee
manufacturing concern for half a cen-
tury is undisputed.
Senator Lodge instanced Senator
Hoar and Senator Pettus mentioned
Senator Morgan, both as examples of
the need of better pay for congress-
men. Of the fifty-three senators who
voted for the increase, twenty are
rated as millionaires.
Commander Peary's withdrawal
front the presidency of the American
Geographical society was not due to
any personal opposition to him, but
to the need of having at the head of
the organization some one who is per-
manently loCated in New York.
Postmaster Wilcox, of New York,
is trying to get $3,500,000 for a New
York office to be located on Eighth
avenue, from Thirty-first to Thirty-
third streets. Since the present build-
ing was erected in 1875 the annual re-
ceipts have increased more than five-
fold.
In New York city there will be
$180.000.Ooo paid in interest and divi-
dends this month.
A ntissionary in :the Hudson bay
territory travels in a box wind' is
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"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKEOTHE BIG THINGS"
Iii Pennies, Nickels, Dimes and Quarters Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
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We are autivrised to announce the
acy of Joe A. Purchase for city
sebjece. to .tbe action of the
party.
We are angeriz;43 to announce the
iididacy of W. T. (Billy.) 'Reed fo:
ty jaikr, stibtect to the action of
ie democratic party.
We are authoring! to announce tie
kandidacy of Sam I. Beadles for city




We,aze authorized to announce
keerge W. Landram, of Livingston
114,unty. a: a candidate for railroad
e•minsiasioner from the lust Rail-
.
road district of Kentucky; subject to
*Iv.. action of the democratic party.
•
411
with men in questionable business or
ready to share the proceeds in a
skin game.
Governor Swettenham of Jamaica.
leas at last realized his plight brought
about by his impolite request to Ad-
miral Davis of the United States navy
to withdraw from the inhabitants of.
Kingston, and has resigned.
1 Now that the apportionment ordin-
ance has bezome a law the various
ttepartments can proced to get busy
ssmo and !ay out 411e years work.
Scrambled Riga.
A strect car in Paris recently col
lided with a wagon containning 67,0ott.
eggs. The driver was thrown into,
scrambled eggs, his legs broken at
well as the egg-shells, and he was
nearly drowned in the egg shuffle.
The street car company should be




Thursday Morning. January -IL -rgo7.
We are pleased to not that the
'local republican organ has at last
'recognized the fact that Paducah
seeds more wharf ream. The repub-
lican council eleven years ago gave
the Ilfinois Central the right-of-way
e!ong Fist street as a gift, when, if
the republicans had not been so eager
to give away a valuable right the
city could have obtained in return
flie block of ground between Broad-
way and Kentucky aveirne. and be-
t•%ren First and Water street, which
w as, and is now owned by the railroad
company, and which during high
eater is needed for wharf purposes.
the object, no doubt, of the railroad
a-a; to obstruct the river business
and this it has done. The Sim years
ago indorsed the action of the repub-
lian council in giving away the
privilege. arui now it is ptalest-
itia against conditions that could
have been overcouse at that time by
the republican council demanding
Something in return Johthe grant.
'the developments proetierra: by
Itome or the litigation ir the local
eonrts during the past few months are
substantiating many statements that
pve then made by the Register dur-
g ti: pv.ifileicars The public is
graduaili, Nnislied evidencev
that the Regrster's oft repeated as-
ttrtion that a certain coterie of finan-
aal arc.a deacknent to this
eritY.
• ja..1 novel, nittholl of getting a sleepy.
imarder;sapip*fitegl was ,adopted by
A boarding house- keepei in Indiana.
Ail efforts to it'et the s4ecpy head
awake, haying failed, the host at-
tufted him aiith, an' tix. Ile first tried
a cluls.but it was not a success. The
ax did the work.
The procceifing of the 'common-
wealth's attorney at New Castle, Ky.,
ti indict a railroad for killing a man,
if sustained by the courts will have
a tendency to reduce tho number of
accidents. A conviction means that
those at fault must serve a sentence
of confinement
Thz. tcstimony of Dr. Wiley, an ex-
pert, on the effects of cold storage
on certain articles of food is calcu-
lated to take thh edge from One's
appetite for. lome of the articles
yarned wherelt ii suspected that thht
have been in storage any length of
time
In every community there is al-
ways to be found a class who stand
on Iheir dollars and digni:y, but they
say mot above being hand attd glove
NO Hope Seen for New Jersey Sena-
torial Aspirant.
Trenton, N. J., Jan. 30.—John S
Dryden will not be. elected at this
session of the New Jersey legislature
to succeed himself as tnited States
senator from that state. That seems
certain. At no ballot yet to be
taken io joint session will be receive
more than thirty-six votes, which is
rive less than is necessary to elect.
Indeed, it is more than probable that
50111C of those thirty-six who went to
the caucus that made Mr. Dryden the
republican nominee for a second term
will vote for some one else
\fr. Dryden's plan for a public
hearing of the republican members of
both branches of the legislature is r'
girded here as a confession of weak.
iie4s if not of defeat.
In his letter sent to the senators
and aisemblymeo Mr. Dryden makes
special request that the opportunira
be given him to tell his record and to
try to remove what he calls the "mis-
understanding" of it by his party op-
ponents.
VOLIVA AND FLOCK
Doyle and His Creditcrs Will Be
Left to Fight It.
Chicago. Jan 3o.—Zion 'City is MS
.be deserted by Wilber Glenn Volitia
and all those over whom he holds
sway. A new Zion City is to be
founded. 'probably on the Pacific
coast. aed Dr. John Alexander Dowie
and his creditor's will be left to fight
out tbe question Of supremacy here.
At a meeting held in Zion temple last
night the rumor of a removal to a
new 'Si',, was confirmed by Voliva.
Within a few week', Votes will go
1
 
on a trip of inspection visiting all the
churches which recognize him as the
leader. On this journey N'eliva will
view several sites for the new colony
now under consideration. Certain
sections of the gulf coast of Texas
will also be inspected.
REJOICE OVER RIVER'S FALL
Prayer Meetings Held at Carrni
—Refugees Make Merry.
Cantle, Jan. 30.—The Ohio began
to fall this morning, and the people
held prayer meetings of thanksgiving
in the store rooms. The Wabash is
also receding, but the danger will not
be over a week yet.
The first mail in ten days reached
New Haven !his morning in a launch.
Refugees arc living in tents on
short rations, but arc making merry
b,y bolding a carnival.
LOST tifio,000 ON ZERO MARK,
O'Leary Backed His Judgment and
Did Not Believe in Cold Wave
Predictions.
Chicago, Jan. 30.—A fortune of over
$too,000 was lost to bettors when the
mercury dropped three points below
zero mark. "Jim" O'Leary, the gam-
bling king, is the principal loser, his
loss being estimated at from $4o,00o
to $6o,000.
Many big broicers and operators on
ehe board of ArAde lost large sums
The largest het recorded was one of
$to.o0o. Scores of other bet; were
made.
Bet Thaw Will Be Acquitted.
Pittsburg; Jan. 30.—Dr. Henry A.
Hutchinson, superintendent of the
Dixmont insane asylum from which
Bertha Beilstein, who was charged
with killing her :mother, escaped sev-
eral months ago, will be taken to
New York next week to testify in the
Thaw murder trial. While Dr. Hutch-
inson thas no personal acquaintance
wit'h' 'Thaw, he will be called as an in-
sanity . expert. Dr. Hutchinson has
entionnected . with the Dixmont
asylum "for 'twenty years.
f
A lumber of prominent Pittsburg
sporfng men have formed it pool,
which is being handled by Robert G.
Robinson, and are betting on the out-
;come of the Thaw trial. The Pitts-
burgers believe that Thaw will be ac-
quitted and are taking the short end





His Rdcent Farewell Dinnor
IN Washington Cost
$50 a Plate
Thomas F. Walsh, the Deliver mar
lionairc, gives the most expensive din-
ners of any in Washington, says a
Washington telegram. Recently a
l farewell to ninety of his friends in his
splendid home cost $so a plate. The
Walshes do everything on a lavish
scale, and no matter whether at the
national capital, in New York, New-
port, London or Paris, attract atten-
tion by their extravagant entertain-
ments.
In Europe lie spent' money so freely
that he attracted the attention Of the
king of Belgium. The king and the
Denver miner are great friends. Just
at present ,King Leopold is •in bad
odor in Washington on account of the
activities of the Congo Fret State
lobby. With these conditions as a
starter, it is quite natural that one
should hear wonderful stories of the
protection in Washington which Mr.
Walsh is trying to give his friend
Leopold through the judicious use of
social invitations.
DIED OF PNEUMONIA.
Mr. Fred Hunter. the Railroad Engi-
neer. Succumbs to Serious
Attack.
After only one week's illness with
pneumonia, Mr. Fred A. Hunter died
yesterday morning at to o'clock' at
1130 Nbrth Tenth street. His rela-
t7s-ea reside in Nashville, and pendirig.
word from them no disposition has
teen made of the body.
He was forty-three years oi age
arid unmarried. Five years a.go he
came to this city and had been van-
ring out of Padtwah as enginear for
the Illinois Central railroad. lie uas
a well known man with niany warm
fiends.
RAF! ATTACHED.
}lady Kirksey ; Sawlogs T then
Char of On Court Docuilents.
Jienrv Kiresey's raft of I. oo,
moored at mouth of Clark's river, was
attached yesterday by Deputy Sheriff
Clark Fortson, on papers gotten out
in the magisterial court of Justice
Charles Emery. One attachment was
for $81 costs in the suit where A. C.
Shelton and wife recently got judg-
ment for $iso against Kirksey in the
circuit court, while another attach,.
ment was for Ps that Rossl•-!and
Templeman claim irkscy s, s them
on a note.
TRUCE EFFECTED.
Independent and Association To-
b..cco Growers Reached
Ageement
The tobacco grosera of Lyon C,.un-
ty have reached an amicable settle-
ment of the warfare existing between
the independent growers on on side,
and those belonging to the associa-
tion on the other side. The inde-
pendent men notified the association
members that if any i4cpendent
barns %sere burned, that tell associa-
tion barns would go up in smoke for
each independent one destroyed. This
bad a good effect and a conference
between delegates from both sides
resulted in an agreement for each to




Jesse Cox, While Delirious, Rambled
Over the City Until Pound.
Jesse Cox of North Eig71tts street
Tuesday night underweio• ivasobly
some strange experiences, hat he w il!
never know any thing about it. AS he
nas delirious a: the time. He has
been suffering from erysioelas and
the intense pain Tuesday niglit made
lim delirious. His brother, 7vh:') was
nursing him, •.tecoed out of the slck
room at the— I•om • for a f!"-*:
mcnts, and when he returned, the
ailing brother had gone in his. under-
clothing. leaving his coat and trousers
hanging in their usual Mace. A search
was instituted and early yesterday
morning Cox was found . on South
Twelfth street, fully, dressed in a
suit of clothing for which he can
give no account as to where he ob-
tained them. He was taken home
and is now in a dangerous conditi
threatened with pneumonia.
New Way to Test Jewels.
New York, Jan. 30.—Wholcsale deal
ers in precious stones have opened a
campaign against the fraudulent sale
of imitation precious stones and infor-
mation is being sent to retail jewelers
throughout the country of a new
method of distinguishing all glass imi-
tations from genuine stones.
Hitherto, dealers say, the sale of
spurious gems has been facilitated by
the fact that. the false character of
many of them could not be deter-
mined except by a man using special
apparatus.
Now any person by simply. dipping
the stone, whether free or set, ink, an
acid Ay learn at once if it is of glass.
Hydrofluoric acid, which is commonly
used in jewelry factories in etching
glass, is the only requisite. One min-
ute's immersion will eat the polir off
the hardest glass ever made.




Bloomington Man Off For
Sweeden, Changer Mind
In New York
Bloomington, III., Jan. 3o.-13100n1-
ingtou's lost mayor is found.
With Sweden as his magnet, Mayor
Alfred G. Erickson left his home in
this 'city last Saturday. After four
ciays' absence, apparently as sane as
at any time in his life, he created a
freth sensat'ion by his return to the
city at to o'cicok tonight, coming
front Chicago, where he boarded a
fast train on the Chicago & Alton.
Ile was alone and engaged a carriage
for Ilia home. . Ile was given a joy-
cus greeting by his waiting family.
Tells Remarkable Story.
He told a remarkable story of his
trip. Ile said that he was impelled
Isy an irresistible idea to go to his
fatherland, Sweden, and was unable
to repress the desire, lie drew $4,000
of his private tiinds from the bank
and intended to use this money on
the trip. He met Alderman George
Freer, who dissuaded him from tak-
ing so much money, and he gave
:33,soo back to his son, retaining but
$300. He accordingly left here last
Saturda ynoon for Chicago. boarding
the Pennsylvania limited that evening
for Mew York city, reaching there
Sunday evening.
Suddenly Changes Wind.
After inquiring about steamboats
'and the time of leaving for the ocean
voyage he suddenly made up Its mind
that he would not take the trip at this
time, but would defer it. After a
stay of but a few hours in New
York he left there early Monday
morning for Chicago, reached that
city early Tuesday morning and went
to the Gault house.
lie says that he was entirely un-
anare of the sensation his action had
caused and had given the' subject not
the slightest thought.
Sees Picture in Theatre.
He went to the Olympic theatre
LOis afternoon and was surprised to
sec Ins picture in a Chicago paper
which was being read by a man sit-
t•rg in front of him. He then re-
ceived his first intimation that his
aieence had created a sensation.
lie remained through the perform-
ance. however, and after eating lunch
boarded the train for home. lie said
that no one recognized him in Chi-
cage; or accosted him, but upon
r(aehing the train he found some
Mends in the coach, who greeted him
cordially and congratulated him upon
bia return, lie also found copies of
•tie morning 'papers. and took great
da;ornent in reading the account of
his disappearance. lie appearell to
be glad to get home and stated that
he expected to take up the reins of
city government after a brief rest.
le announced positively, however,
that he would not become a candidate
for re•election as mayor.
Search was made for Niasor Erick-
fen, of Bloomington in Chicago ye
trrday and a supposed clew to is
whereabouts de•-eloped during the
day. It was said that a man bearing
a resemblance to Mayor Erickson
registered at the Hotel Morrison on
Monday and that he appeared to. be
in a dazed condition. His reappear-
ance in Bloomington, of course, put
.711 end, to further search for him and




Utterance Attributed •c) the President
—He and Foraker Are Said to
Have Fussed at Gridiron Club.
Washington, Jan. 30.—"All coons
look alike to me," said President
Roosevelt in an impassioned speech
at the Gridiron club dinner Saturday
night.
"All persons as well as coons look
alike to me," said Senator Foraker
in reply.
The war of words between these
two distinguished republicans was
harsh, and threw the Gridiron club
into consternation. The speeches
made at the Gridiron dinners are not
to be reported, but this sensational
incident leaked out, was published in
a New York newspaper and in the
Washington Post this morning.
The publication caused much dis-
cussion among the members of the
club. Mr. Roosevelt went into a de-
fense of his administration and de-
clared that the senate discussion of
the Brownsville incident could serve
no good purpose. He said most oi
the criticisni of his administration was
based on a desire to make political
capital. He scored the "conservative
forces." Senator Foraker, who was
not on the program, replied in a long
speech. He denied that his motive
io attacking the administration was
an unworthy one, and said the oath
of a Senator was as sacred as the
th of the president. ;The president
tempted to reply, but was drowned
by the discreet applause of the diners.
At the end of the incident the presi-
dent tiroposed a toast to the senator
from Ohio.
There are in the world sleven cities
with over one million inhabitant&
) Agricultural ikorkers in Germany




TAKE UP TELEPHONE SUIT
NOW IN FEDERAL COURT !
CITY SOLICITOR JAMES CAMPBELL, JR., AND HON HAL S.
CORBETT, NOW RESUME DRAWING UP BRIEFS IN THE
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE SUIT AGAINST CITY OF
PADUCAH THAT WILL BE TAKEN UP NEXT MONTH—LAW-
YERS NOW BRIEFING PAPERS FOR APPEAL TO FRANK-
FORT COURT .OF THE MAR KETMASTER LITIGATION.
___
Now that the rush 'incidental to the
city government entering upon the
new year is over, and also that the
time of the lawyers is not so pressing
at the circuit court, City Solicitor
Campbell and lion. Hal S. Corbett
will wirtfin the next day or two re-
Wine the work of drawing up the
briefs for use in trying before Judge
Waher Evans at Louisville, the action
i.herein the East Tennessee Tele-
phone company of this city is trying
to get a permanent injunction re-
ftra'ining the municpal authorities of
nolucah from prosecuting the suit
the public officials instituted many
months ago in the state court here,
locking towards "ousting" the tele-
phone concern from transacting fur-
tin r business in Paducah, because that
sot poration has never purchased a
municipal franchise entailing it to use
the city streets and alleyways in
1
 
r•aintaining its poles and overhead
sirs inside Paducah. Several months
ago these.lawyers began drawing up
the briefs and necessary documents,
but first one thing and then another
den:awing their immediate attention
drew them away from the telephone
ease until finally it got down to the
i ad of last year, %%hen things got
busy winding up the 19°6 bushiness.
fly time this was done 1907 rolled in
1 v.ith its rush of court preparationsand city business that crowded the
lawyers so they have not had mo-
ments to spare sufficient to resume
the briefs until now.
Judge Evans of the United Snit, t
court, when he took up the matter
daring his term last October, agreed
s.vitli the lawyers that he would hear-
the case at Louisville, either by brief.
or orally, at whatever time suited the
attorneys. The latter think briefs
the best mode of procedure. Mr.
Corbett had about fifteen pages of
the document finished when other
taatters diverted hit attention until
now. Just as soon as they 'conirs!et.
the papers a date will be agreed rut
fer the judge to take up the matter '•
Market House Case.
The transcript of the Paducah ci--
criit court record, has been finished
Clerk Joe Miller in Ole suit where
C•iionel Joseph E Mitter. the ,11P-
point ee of the board ef public 'works,
claiming he is the marketrriapter,
and not Charles 3341. the appointee
r.: the republicae leapislatiye:hwds.
Attorneys Itetsdrick,• Ifiller 411,14aviile
ILsieyers for Potter, are now brieSog
the litigation, and expect to have
thing, ready to lodge their appeal
by next week with the appellate, bench
at Franirfort where the action is be-
iag carried. It will be advanced on
the docket and secure as immediate
a hearing as possible. JIsclge Reed
in the local tribunal decided that
I:ill was the marketmaster.
EDITORS AS LAWMAKERS ROOSEVELT TO TAIL
Six of Them in the Granite
State Legislature
le the New Hampshire legislature
are ix editors: Bertram Mills of the
I.:cent Sentinel, who it speaker of the
;,uuse; W. A.• Abbott of the Enfield
Advocate, who is chairman of the
I c.-Inunitter on natidiial affairs; Wil-
iam F. Whitcher of the Woodsville
sews; 0. H. Toothakrr of the Berlin
Peportev, Frank A. Musgrove of the
llarover Gazette. and Charles S.
Flanders of the Iiillahorough Nleaurn.
Ler.
The reporters of proceedings of this
-ession include Harlan C. Pearson of
.he Concord Nfonitor and Associated
i lieu. Frederick Leighton of the Con.
!cord Patriot, George W. Fowler of
the Manchester Union, Carl Pickens
of the Manchester Mirror, Allan II.
Robinson of the Boston Herald. I.
Eagene Keeler of the Boston Globe,
i.lias A. McQuaid of the 'Boston
American. Cornelius E. Clifford of
:he Boston Journal, Harrie E. Waite
ij the Nashua Telegraph. Henry M.
Metcalf of the Portsmouth Times.
George W. Downing of the Ports-
mouth Chron'icle. and E. J. Gallagher
of the Dover Democrat. Frank M.
Shackford makes a syndicate report
of the senate proceedings.
Ss.000 TAX
- --- -
May Be Placed on "Loan Sharks" in
Indiana.





Washington. D. C.. Jan. 3o.—It is
probable that the president will stop
for a 'hart time at Columbus. Ohio.
on his return trip from the West the
latter part of bfby and early June.
when he goes to Indianapolis to un-
veil a monument to General Lawton
on Meniorial day and to Lansing.
Mich.. to address the students of the
state agricultural college. At Colum-
bus he will deliver en address to the
colored people of Ohio under the
auspices of the Colored Agricultural
and F.dneationai Institute.
The colored people are to hold a
fair at Columbus the latter part of
'July arid the president was invited by
a delegation from that city to he pres-
ent on one of the days. This 4ate,
however, was not convenient to the
president and as an alternative he ex-
pects to stop in Columbus early in
June The delegation was accom-
panied to the White House by Repo--
santatne Nicholas Longwarth,
POET'S DAUGHTER A PAUPER.
Bret Harte's Child a Suffeter in Port-
land. Me., Poorhouse.
Portland, Mc., Jan. ao.—Mrs. Steele,
formerly Miss Jevsarny Bret„Harte,
daughter of the famous poet, Bret
lfarte, is sick, penniless and friendless
at the Portland poorhouse At the
solicitation of many Portland society
women Mrs. Steele came to Portland
Indianapolis, Ind.. Jan. 3o.—The about a year ago to give an evening
Froechtenicht bill, placing a tax of of character readings from her
$5.000 on "loan sharks," persons who father's wtgrica. Her audience WAS
engage in the business of advaneing somewhat shocked at the crudity of
money on wages arid collecting extor- the entertainment, for the reader ha')
tionate interest, or in huying wage
claims for less than their actual value,
will be recommended for passage by
the house committee on criminal code.
There is sufficient sentiment in favor
of the measure, it is thought, to put
it through the house without hesita-
tion.
to be prompted repeatedly.
It is said that her husband refines
to have any communication with. her
except through his attorney.
Mts. Steele is apparently laboring
tinder some severe mental strain and
is 'under the strict surveillance of the






At, Close of Business December 33, 1 906.
RESOU RC ES.
Loans and Discounts 
Stocks and Bonds 
Banking House Furniture and Fixtures 
Cash and Exchange 















A dividend of 2 1-2 per cent was declared out of the net
earnings of the past six months, and credited to the
stockholders ay. ble on demand.
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FIFTEEN APPLICATIONS FOR PRETTY WEDDING
SCHOOL SUPERINDENCI AT THE CHURCH
THE TRUSTEES HAVE RECEIVED A LARGE NUMBER OF LET-
TE,RS FROM OUTSIDE PARTIES MAKING APPLICATION
FOR THE POSITION WHICH WILL BE FILLED WITHIN
THE NEXT TWO MONTHS—THE COMMUNICATIONS ARE
FROM LEADING EDUCATORS OF THE COUNTRY AND THE
BOARD WILL HAVE NO TROUBLE IN GETTING A FIRST
CLASS MAN TO SLTFKRINTEND THE CITY EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS HEREAFTER.
Fifteen leading professors from
difiereat parts of the country desire to
become puperintendent of the Paducah
publio schools, as evidenced by that
many applications seceived by Chair-
man yeter Beckenbach of the com-
mittee on tOtrMe of study, which is
the 44h-body that recommends to the
fulli hoatal of trustees the professors,
teachers and others to be employed.
Thisaliows that the trustees will have
plenty of talent to select from in
chooaing e.e. successor of Superin-
tendent Lieb.
Trustee Beckenba.ch yesterday said
the applications came frcim educators
holding high positions the country
over; some being from Michigan,
others from Map tuttt'Indiana. some
fro' ICAatpitit.;"tind-oifters from dif-
fer 'VOLT one in putting
Is Tr ipalication, give references
of, the very best, one of
ii*Ving thplpitias from
sevih Wading collegistF:Inatitutions,
whiff 'ills • certificatei entitle him to
teach ;it Michigan, New York. femi-
sylvataia and'Oliio.
The trustees hare about decided to
transact all their bosiness in public
meeting next Tuesday evening, the
time of the monthly gathering, and
then after finishing, call an "executive
session" Which is the kind of meeting
that excludet everybody but the
trusteas, who will then take the appl•
cations put in by all the educators
desiring to become superintendent,
and thoroughly canvas them. Those
giving recommendations satisfying to
the,trustees will be sorted out, and
the board then gather all the informa-
tion possible about the applicants, so
that when the election is held, the
best qualified man will be chosen for
the duties.
The trusttes were thinking of writ-
ing the presidents of tale college, and
Vanderbilt University, and getting
from these leading instructors, a list
of available and qualified professors
from which the superintendent could
be named, but as the applications al-
ready received show brainy men want
the place, this obviates the necessity
of getting this college list, therefore
it will not be written for. The list
already gotten by the trustees show
first class men want the place. The
best from that number will be named
superintendent, while the next best
qualified will be named principal or
the high school to take the position
of Professor E. G. Payne, who leaves
this summer for Germany to spend
several years at the Leipsic University
studying special subjects.
Next Tuesday the trustees will de-
cide at %that time to elkct die super-
intendent. It is thought they will
do that at the April session of the
board.
SIGNATURE TO LAUGHED WHILE
THE ORDINANCE SURGEONS CUT
MAYOR YEISER YESTERDAY
ATTACHED HIS NAME TO
BUDGET BILL.
City Solicitor Will At Once Begin
Drawing Up the Ex-parte Suit
to Teat Police Law
Mayor Yeiser yesterday signed the
apportionment ordinance adopted
Woodsy and Tuesday nights respec-
t lively by the council and aldermen.
and which measure is now effective
The law requires adoption of thesbill
each January, and for fear the matter
of signature may invalidate it if not
attachad until after January, the
mayor placed his name to the bill yes-
terday and now it ts binding. It is
the document setting aside the sum of
money allowed for operating expenses
of every municipal department (lur-
ing gm.
Oty Solicitor James Campbell, Jr
will today begin drawing up the ex-
parte atm that will immediately be
filed before Judge Reed for s deci-
sion, it being the one for purpose of
testing the legality of the bill adopted
twelve months ago by the state leg-
islature at Frankfort, compelling sec-
ond class cities to maintain police de-
partments of not less than thirty pa-
trolmen. As the jury cases will be
finished today in the circuit court,
and the judge hare only the common
law actions before him, he will have
time to take tip and immediately pass
upon this ex paste litigation.
If the new law is not constitutional,
the force bete will have to be re-





This beautiful picture is one of the
very latest productions in the photo-
graphic art, rnd one of the most
pleasing pictures ever produced by
photograph, combining the artistic ef-
fect of the etching with the soft flesh
tints of the water color.
In order to itroduce this new work
at Once, we will make one of these
beautiful pictures absolutely FREE
with regular orders for one dozen plc-
Tlsia offer is geed. for .a _short -tint*
only, Also special prices on all work
for 3o days. 0.11 at Studio and see
this new production and get special
prices,. Respectfully,
RILEY & COOK.
its South Sixth street.
Jersey Camp.
Jerire'y catnp, No. TO, Woodmen of
the World, aneeta this evening in
.regular Sessid5n .at the hail and all
manibers are _urged tri at-tend, as there
comes up important . business con-
"'meted with the meeting here March
72-L1.A. jtead, Camp "Y."-viumoss, C.
..GEO. R. BR6ADIFOOT, Clerk.
MISS GERTRUDE REITZ AND
MR. LEO PETTIT UNITED
YESTERDAY.
Judge D. A. Cross and Bride Will
Arrive This Evening From
Baker's Stations—D. A.
R. Session.
In presence of only the immediate
Lonny and relatives there occurred
at to o'clock yesterday morning the
pretty wedding which united Miss
Gertrude Reitz and Mr. Leo Pettit,
two of the city's most popular young
people. The ceremony was perform-
ed at St. Francis de Sales church,
z.nd immediately thereafter the happy
pair departed for a bridal tour to
Eastern Kentucky, from whence they
return the last of next week to make
their home at the Pettit. residence,
soa South Sixth street.
The contracting parties are two of
Paducah', best known and most
highly esteemed young folks, their
popularity being throughout a wide
circle of friends who extend congratu-
lations. Of many attractions and
possessed of beautiful traits is the
handsome bride, who is the sister of
Mr. Gus Reitz of West Broadway.
Mr. Pettit is one of the valued
ratocbes of eht road service for the
N.. C. & St. L. railroad and a fine
yoting man.
Bridal Pair Arrive.
Judge D. A. Cross and bride will
arrive this evening front Baker's Sta-
tion, Ky., where they were married
yesterday, the nuptials being a quiet
Mew affair and attended by only the
iatimate friends. Mrs. Cross was for-
merly Mate Irma M:llen and a strik-
'linty handsome woman who will be
watanly greeted here by the many
friends of the well known groom.
Revolutionary Daughters.
The Daughters of the American
Revolution will meet at 3 o'clock to-
SUCCESSFUL USE OF NEW ',Jarrow afternoon with Mrs. L. S.
ANESTHETIC BY EVANS- DuBois of Fountain avenue. Quota-
VILLE DOCTOR. titans from George Washington will
he given in answering roll call at
tile opening
Patient Laughed and Talked With
Doctors While They Made Use 1
of Instruments.
Evansville. Ind., Jan. 311—An ̀ an-
esthetic which is applied locally wat
successfully used for the second time
in an operation by Dr. aVill'ClIbert at
the Gilbert sanitarium Tuesday morn-
ing.
While the surgeons were at work
on the patient, Mrs. Mary Templeton
of Mount Vernon. Ind., she lay on a
table talking with the nurses and
physicians and watching them use the
instruments. She suffered ito pain at
any time during the operation and
was fully conscious of everything that
went on sluring the time she was on
the table.
Dr. Gilbert said the anesthetic was
made by a former ciaassnate of his
who is now a practicing physician in
New York city He was pledged not
to reveal the methods or ingredients
used in its manufacture as the man
who had discovered it would not
agree to make those facts public until
he had seen it used and watched its
effects. Samples have been left in
many of the leading hospitals and
sanitariums throughout the country
and the results obtained from its use
are being carefully watched by the
surgeons.
The anesthetic is applied locally,
being injected under the skin, it
effects a wide area of 'ties and
renders them immune to 'pain. After
it is applied the surgeons :tan work
freely though the patient- does not
suffer any hardship at all.
GEMS WORTH $0.000.000
Came Into This Country Last Year—
Most of Them Diamonds.
The total imports of gems at the
port of New-York during' t906. are
saki to have amounted to-more than
$43,000,000. r
According to the Jewelers' Circular
this is the highest mark reached in
the hi.story of the country. The total
for 19os was $37.146.337 and for 1904
v.oa. $26,092,275.
Recent reports have agreed in indi-
cating that the imports of precious'
stones nearly all came through New
York, the total for the entire country I Lazarus did more for the Lord with
in the last, fiscal year as given out at out saying a word than Martha did
Washington being only $173,220 more ill her bluster.






—Five conversions were eqected
last night at the Rescue aUssion
South Third street after the fine ser-
mon preached by Mrs. Anna Watson
of St. Louis, who is assisting Rev.
Chiles and wife. The worship ia cm-
ducted nightly and everybody invitr,1
to attend.
—Robert Harris and J. II. Robert-
son of the faxeri Mall section of the
county, were arrested ;aft night at
The Kentucky by Detterve Moor,
on the charge of being drunk and
threatening to whip the doorkeeper.
—The Tenth street Chriskiin
Jonclt ladies give 3 candy and cake
social tomorro s evening at tne
caurch. •
—Officer J. N. M.'s-re ha= been
transferred from the &pot noli..o
oa South Third strrtt to' the
:ace of Patrolman Jatk Sanders
oho was put on till depot district
—By mistake t was a'a,:oaccil
ti at Dr. II. M. Chddaesa noola kes
tete at the McCri.:ze t Coma:: ei
society me-till next Tilesdav cv
ining on , "Retiaats." Thi; Spe':11:•Pt
does not add ess tile body of piaa
sicians until !at-', the coming
day evening Dr. E. P. Sight:Acton....
inp on "Tuber: 11 vos Pulata•al:t."
—Yesterday the Rrankfort appell-
ate court affirmed the Paducah cir-
cuit court in the suit of Ford Vs Pa-
ducah Traction company. Ford was
killed by a street car and his estate
brought suit here, but lost in the cir-
cuit court and then also in the ap-
oellate tribunal where it was carr:ed
by Ford's relatives.
—Henry, the 1)-yeir-old son of
Mrs. Mattie Mitchell of 601 Elizabeth
street, fell into the backwater y-eAter-
day and was drowning when Patrel-
men Mike Dugan and James Gray
saved him by leaning far over :he
side of the embankment above the
water, and looping the leather strap
of the policeman's billy around the
boy's wrist, and hauling him up. He
fell in right near the home, and was
nearly exhausted when the officer.;
attention was atracted by the chip's
screams for help.
The predominance of diamonds in
the imports has also been emphasized
in the reports of recent years. The
other precious stones and pearls im-
ported into the country in the laFt
fisoal year reached a valuation of only
$6,384,450, or less than 15 per rent
of all.
Ks Lacks Ginger.
It is safe to assume that the man
who can without losing his patience
wait around until ft o'clock for an-
other who should have been there at
tdocsn't amount to mach.
VALENTINE DAY
, IN TWO WEEKS
PADUCAH DEALERS HAVE
SUPPLIES OF THE LOVE
AND COMICAL ONES.
One Legend Says It Is Day Bird;
Begin Mating, Other Says It Is
in Honor of Bishop Valentine.
Two weeks front today, February
14, is St. Valentine day, and prepara-
tory for the occasion the hook apd
stationer dealers axe getting out their
large supply of valentines which are
purchased by the thousands and sent
by friends to others. It is always the
occasion of much joy and pleasure to
exchange these tokens of esteem and
the dealers do a rushing business as
result.
St. Valentine's Day is 9acred to St.
Valentine. It is a very old notion,
alluded to by Shakespeare, that on
this day, birds begin to mate. Hence
perhaps arose the custom of sending
love tokens at that time.
Another legend is that the day is
observed in commoration of St. Val-
entine, a bishop of charitable•disposi-
tiou, who was decapitated in 770 A.
D., during the Claudian prosecutions
in Rome. The custom of sending
valentines is so ancient, this legend
states, that no one knows just when
it began.
Despite the age though of the prac-
tice, its popularity never wanes
Plit—W—E PHONE
11111— GIRL'S —DEATH
Jury to investigate Sop-
ecl Poisoning at
Evansville
Evansville, Ind., Jan. 30.—The
grand jury will meet at once to in-
vestigate the death of Agnes Sault-
man, a telephone girl who died a few
Lays ago under mysterious circum-
stances. It is believed the girl was




Bill to Incorporate Internatior.al Sun-
day School Association Passes
Senate.
Washington. Jan. 30.—Senator Mc-
Creary': bill to incorporate the In-
ternational Sunday School association
in which 11.000,000 people are inter-
ested, passed the senate today and is
'ready for the president's signature
BEWARE, GIRLS, OF
T HE DEADLY YAWN
Dcniir, C.d., Jan. 3o—Lct the girl
who seeks the "beauty sleep' of the
morn, beware how she yawns and
arm stretches.
The experience of Miss Alp; G.
Cushing. a popular young woman of
society, daughter of a prominent
jeweler of this city is remarkable. By
yawning and stretching her arms one
morning recently while sleepy be-
cause of attendance at a society func-
tion the previous evening, and because
she sought a "beauty sleep," she suf-
fered a broken neck.
Miss Cushing says: "r awoke and
half dazed, hummed a slumber song,
I yawned and stretched my arms to
throw off the drowsiness of sleep.
Something snapped in my neck at the
base of the skull. I screamed for
help and almost fainted."
Dr. George W. Perin, a prominent
osteopathic doctor, who promptly at-
'ended her, explains the case: "I
found a displacement of the sublaxa-
lion of the first and second vertebrae
of the spine. The bones were pro-
truding over an inch to the right side
of the neck. Cold, warmth or a sud-
den jerk may have caused the muscles
on one side to contract or expand
more than those on the other side so
that the effect of yawning may have
thrown the vertebrae to one side. He
explains that the case might easily
have been fatal.
Miss Cushing has now recovered.
She says her experience has been a
lesson to her. "I am well now," she
remarked, "but yawn—I shall never
again."
Done tin for Good.
"This bill is too high," said the
customer.
"Too high?" ejaculated the laun-
dryman.
"That's what I said; too high."
"But, man, do you how long it
takes to do up a shirt?"
DON GILBERTO
Celebrated his seventy-first birtrday at "The Home of the
Wallow Springs," where all his patrons and Friends shook
hands with him and said:. "Uncle Don, you are no back
number, are you?". And, of course, "The bon" treated all of
them to "High-balls" of the celebrated "Williow Springs" with
"Shamrock". One and all wished him long life and plenty
of "Willow Springs.'
Of course, everyone knows Don Gilberto will do everything
he says he will, and far this month, and this month only, he




bottled in bond and four years old, at wholesale prices, in re:
membrane° of his birthday anniversary and in appreciation ef
what one and all have done for him since he opened; two yeari •
ago.
Prices For This Month Qply
4 full quoins "Willow Springs" Sour-mash Whiskey,
$3.60 $3.60 $3.60
6 full quarts "Willow Springs" Sour-mash WFsiskeFft
$5.00 $5.00 $5.00
is full quarts "Willow Springs" Sour-mash Whiskey,
$9.60 $9.60 040
PURE APPLE BRANDY
distilled at M.chlirurrille, Tenn., by Ilennessey & Co., for this
month only at the folicrwitg prices:
4 full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy
$3.60 $3.60 $3.60
6 full quarts of Pure Apple Beandy,
$5.00 $5.00 $5.00
12 full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy,
$9.60 Air $9.60 (11117 $9.6011
-"Ian
Remember that the Celebrated "Willow Springs" Whiskey
is a pure sour-mesh whiskey, not a sweet mash, nor a continu-
ous tun of the still.
Across the 'Brook" arid over the "Hill," at "The Home of
the Willow Springs," in "Early Times in zgos.. "Jack and
Gill" and "Beam" drank the celebrated 'Willow Springs" with
Don Gilberto at No. tin South Fourth Street, Paducah Ky.
"WILLOW SPRINGS"
Come go with me to the Willow Springs,
Have you ever yet been there?
Take a (huh and you are sure to think
You own the arth and air.
Close by the Springs stand a Grand Old man;
He will dip, and talk, and tell—
Earth's flowers may blast and the green grass die,
But what care you--"All's
The Willows spring, and the springs speak back,
And the good old world jogs on—
But what care those who have felt its thrill
And seen "Good Uncle Don.'
#3
A song may die,
And the world forge t both you and other things.
Unless you see and feel the flow
Of good old Willow Springs,
Then take us back to Willow Springs.
Down by a shady dell;
Let us think and drink and roll on the grass-
For the good old springs won', tell.
Blovvn in th(
WILLOW SPRINGS and DON GILBERTO
ar At the Home of
"Ti-TE WILLOW
SPRINGS"
No. 116:S.:Fourth Street, Paducah, Ky
LAMPTON WARRANTED
IN BRYANT CASE.
Louisville, Jan. 29. —The case
against Horace Lampton, indicted
on four counts by the grand jury
Saturday, accused of being accessory
before the fact in the death of Katie
Bryant, who died under mysterious
circumstances in the office' of Dr.
Sarah Murphy, was called in the
Criminal court this morning and a
bench warrant was ordered to issue
for his arrest.
The case against Dr. Sarah Murphy,
indicted on four counts as principal,
ways help.
will by agreement be called in th
criminal court at 3 o'clock this after
noon, when her attorney, Aaron
Kohn, will argue a motion in the
case. A motion for bail will also be
made, the evidence to be submitted
to judge Pryor being that adduced
in the examining trial in the police
court.
Give love the power and it Will al-,
: &
There are some folks who think
that making a noise in church is re-
ligion. ill14111111111
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement Agent for W.iitehall and Agatite Cem
se
"I& KING OF CEMKNT"
H. M. CUNNINGHAM






MILLIONS ARE IA Few Receipts
STAKED IN PLOT
MILLIONS STAKED IN PLOT.
Police See Conspiracy in Marriage of
George Rhodius.
Indianapolis. hid., Jan. 3o.—The po-
'ice have struck a new lead in the
-ensational affair of George Rhodius,
iite young millionaire who recently
•narried ,Lima Dare, the keeper of a
Aisreputable house in this city, and
here :b no doubt in their minds that
•Ithodius is the victim of a conspiracy
in which at least two men are en-
aged s ith the woman in an effort to
vct hold of the Rhodius fortune.
The inquiry here has developed
-me peculiar facts, not the least of
which relates to the condition of Rho.
i'ius when he left here in company
oeith the Dare woman. When he ap-
-neared at the union station with her
kr was recognized by one of tihe gen-
sloven and seemed completely dazed
• nd tfardly able to walk.
Tottered on Way to Train.
He tottered as he passed through
ine train shed gate and was supported
ity the woman to the train and assist-
id into the coach. The next heard of
him he and the woman were married
!I Louisville and two days later re-
lurned to this city.
In the meantime two men had ap-
oeared in the case and a scheme was
4,n foot to get Rhodius to transfer
the bulk of his property to his wife,
when friends interfered and were
about no take steps to have the mar-
•eage annulled. It was then that the
Dare woman appeared at Rhodius'
room late at night, helped him to
dress and took him away from tbc
Ccstel.
It is said that she was assisted in
getting him away by one of the men
whq had been acting with her in the
whole affair and it is believed that
they have Rhodius now in hiding
somewhere and that it is their plan,
it possible, to get his fortune into
their hands.
Expect Document to Tarn Up.
Rhodius is both a mental and phy-
sical wreck and there would be no
question about freein ghim if he could
be found. but lhe is believed to be out-
side of the jurisdiction of the Indiana
courts and his friends arc expecting
that some document will turn up at
any moment purporting to give the
Itare woman the bulk of his property.
The warrant now in the hands of
the police charges her with kidnap-
ping and officers in every city in the
country have been given a descrip-
tion of the pair with orders to arrest
them.
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
Don't expect to find horse sense in
an automobile..
On" taste of success is better than
a. mouthful of defeat.
It's easy to make men believe the
things they want to believe.
A theatrical star by any other name
ould be just as self-important.
There aro many touching incidents
in the career of a chronic borrower.
Never judge a man by his stylish
clothes. perhaps his wife paid for
them.
Some men treat their wives kindly
because they are afraid to do other-
Heaven will possess small attraction
for some women if tbere are no bar-
gain counters.
The cheapest thing in California is
sunshine, and the cheapest in Ken-
tucky is mooshine.
Some men arc born small. acme
shrink, and some others never find
out how small they really are.
Ti our good intentions could only
be used for paving material in this
world what a saving it would be for
she taxpayers—Chicago News.
A college athlete and linguist has
"become insane. Mental and physical
aymnastics burn the candle at both
nds. ' I 'ay
THE NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION OF
WEBSTER'S INTERNATIONAL
• DICTIONARY
Kuala in Vocabulary. It thi- :mist
ful In ei.to and contents, pplitiotiely te-
lected to exclude corruptions of good
usage., and to at old unintelligible tot-h-
ale-raid/v.
Kuala in Arrangement. i,t h wt•r,1 c-
PI" a Parairrisph in its ....erect •lotiateet-
,os I Our and is rnndly caught by the eye.
XICeli in M7131010106- These are torn-
pieta lira getout llic. and embody t brvi
retkiltsofptiliology. Tbryarenot scrimped
to crowded into obscure Maces.
Excel/ in Pronunciation which is Ind:-
oared by respelling witli the ditieritically
marked letters used in the schoolbooks,
the sounds of which ere taught in the
public tichonle. •
Excels la Deanitions. They are t leer,
teme, and are given In the
order in watch the word has required Its
shades of mensung. tiffany of MO defitti-
ttorts are illustrated.
Lusts in its Appendix which is a packed
storehouse of useful know/edge.
Zzcels u • Working Dictionary. No
other book embodies so much woeful in-
formation, or is so indispensable in the
ticriv,, study. *tool, or office.
The International has 2380 quar-
to pages with 5000 illustrations.
25,000 new words have recentla"
been added and the Gazetteer of
the World, and Biographical Dic-
• tionary have been completely re-
vised under the supervision of W.
T. Harris, Ph.D., LLD., U. S.
Corrunissioncr of Education.
FREE- •• Test in Pronunciation," in-
structit e and entertaining .
for the whole family. Als.
ilhwt :sled pomphie;.





Mike a compact snowball around a
stone and throw it, with a hostile
.shout, at a policeman.
Then stand rooted to the spot.
The policeman will beat you to a
jelly and serve you right.
Raspberry Shrub. .....
Run into the garden, Maud, and
choose a likely-looking shrub.
Then take a raspberry firmly be-
tween the forefinger of your left
hand and the index finger of your
right, and place it daintily upon the
apex cf the shrub.
Draw back a step and shriek:
" 'Tis did!"
Then dash headlong, into the house
and spend the rest of the day trying
to explain the matter to the noted
alienist.
Terrapin Pie.
Enter a down-town quick lunch in
a lordly manner and ored squash pie.
See that the slice brought you is no
plus ultra in all respects. If the
crust is obdurate, send it back—with
an execration. And if the squash
tastes citified, have the proprietor of
the place discharged.
In starting to go, say witheringly:
"You should serve terrapin."
Throwing back your at as you
speak, to give your scarf pin a square
deal.
The terrapin is as good as eaten
Club Sandwich.
Go in the club.
- Drink six toarats.
Eat a slice of meat.
Drink six more toasts.—New York
Times
ADMIT FEE IN GRAFT INQUIRY
Law Partner of Excise Commissioner
Represented Saloon Keepers.
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. am—Testimony
taken by +he senate committee on
municipal corporations developed at
ti iday's hearing that E. C. Dodge.
who has been the law partner id
Excise Comtnissioner Thomas E.
Mulvihill since March iv. 1887. has
represented thirty-five or forty saloon
keepers Whose licenses were attacked
by Excise Commissioner Mulvihill
and that he had collected in eleven of
these cases fees amounting to $730.
In one instance Dodge admitted on
the stand that lie received a fee of
$.100 from a saloon keeper named
Vach for arranging to have 'his license




Disgust with which Londoners view
the lavishness of many Americans
abroad has been heightened as knowl-
edge has spread of the way in which
King Edward was "milked" by a lead-
ing hotel in Biarritz. The English
king says the increase in the motley-
grabbing propensity is due to Ameri-
can "tipping." In view of the king's
former experience, his courier, who
has just arrived in Biarritz, has ar-
ranged for a villa for Edward ashen
he goes there in March. The English
ruler 'has not been the only royal suf-
ferer. The bill presented to the Ger-
man crown prince in the restaurant of
a railway station on the road from
Berlin to Vienna for a luncheon
served to himself, the crown princess
and the members of his suite, and
which 'he paid under protest, has de-
veloped a burning discussion. Ger-
man and Austrian papers are full of
the subject. Royal personages refuse
to pay for adulation; multi-million-
aires are willing to give many dollars
for it.—New York- Press.
REFUSED CORSETS.
WIFE GETS DIVORCE
Watertown, N. Y., Jae. 30.—.Copy
of a decree of divorce granted at
Sioux Falls has been served on
George G. Harbottle, in the action
brought by his wife, Edith McMillan
Harbottle. She was for many years
private stenographer tei John Byron
Taylor. son-in-law of the late Gov.
Flower. Harbottle's local attorney
says the only charge specified in the
complaint was that the husband had
failed to pay for a pair of corsets
which the wife had brought. Under




• Olean, N. Y., Jan. ao.—Dr. Hub-
bard gavd'out the following statement
this morning:
"Former Gov. Higgins has been
under treatment suggested by Prof.
Schott, the German specialist, for the
past twenty hours. There has been a
noticeable change for the better. The
treatment will be continued so long as
the improvement is maintained."
CALL FOR CONDITION
NATIONAL BANKS
Washington. Jan. 3o.—The con-
trotter of the currency soday issued a
call .for a .statcrrent of the ernidition
of all nasional Fart:: rt the close Ili
btiFinivq, on January 26.
• ....era
000 PROUD OF CLOTHE& TO WED INDIAN CHIEF
Miss Cora Arnold of Denver
Canino That Is Very Much Dila-
tressed When Deprived of
Correct Apparel.
r a
. "If there are any who are "fro* said that though opposition still cx-
Missouri." they may be satisfied by isted to her engageme
nt she hoped
. calling at a blacksmith shop on Rills for the best. She and her sister ow
n i
Istreet, near the 
city hail, -when they much real estate here. 
I
There is a dog in Aughsta whim 
Is Happy Young Lady
Emma just like a man, wearing the
regulation coat, vest, collar and crav 
Denver, Jan. so.—Miss Cora Arnold,
at the wealthy young woman of this city
and is very proud of lib apparel, 1111410b
Wily. being very much distressed and 
who is engaged to marry Albino
ashamed whenever his busy master
Chavarria, a Pueblo Indian, has re-
does not have time to rig him up to ceived word that her lover has been
his clothes, reports ths Augusta MIL) 
elected chief of the tribe at Espanola,
ChonIcl N. M. She ex
pressed pleasure and 
Gam be introduced to him by his maa. Ere many moons 'have sunk into
toe, George Bthey, a negro employe of eternity the Denver heiress may join THE
the smithy, her dusky lover and bring to a happy
Its wears them with a conscious dig, stage a romance from real life that
aity and Is hugely delighted when any- finds not its counterpart in the tale of
one stops to notice his attire and cola- the poets and novelists who depicted
went thereon. He will gam intently the aborigine in song and story.
at each sneaker and Joyously wag hie
tall when complimented upon his *IP
psarance.
It is not known what whim induced
the blacksmith to thee clothe his ca-
nine pet "in all points like as we are."
Hut be certainly devised the dog's
dress most ingeniously. No detail la
waning- The cat of his coat to after
the latest mode--has pockets, too—
th* collar Is nicely lanadered and the
wavat is tied with correct smartness.
The first thing in the morning he
must be properly dressed, or else be
whines pit000sly. Altar he has boss
clothed according to his usual custom
his joy knows no Donnas, and he di.
plays his pleasure with much bark
lag sad wagging of his tai,. Ho has
the utmost contempt for the host of
naked dogs who roam about the street
sad absolutely refuses to associate
with them, manifesting a spirit of owl.
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"PAGAN" TOWN IN ENGLAND
Village of 1,700 People Who Seam
to Have Gone Spiritually
to Sloop.
--
"Pagan Hook" is the name now en-
joyed by the quiet little village of
Hook, which is situated some three
miles front Kingston-on-Thames.
&..• lost in Indifference is this villa
that the vicar, the Rev. W. M. Din4
ten. has thrown up the cure of Um
pariah in despair, says a recent Law
don report.
"I have worked hard here for noarb
three years," said the vicar, in an is
terview, "and it seems largely in vain
I have spoken to the people personalb
and have implored them to come tai
church, but they will not do it.
"No effort, either spiritual or ma-
terial, no concert, whether high-clau
or extremely 'popular,' no branch e.
church activity that I have been able
to devise or carry on will induce the
people of Hook to come to chile).
"There is a population of 1,700 peo-
ple, but many of them absolutely re-
fuse to attend church. In fact, only
300 out of the 1.700 have attended
church, and some of these even are not
Book people.
"The fact is that the village Is spir-
itually asleep. They do not go to non-
conformist places of worship, nor do
they go golfing or motoring. They
have simply gone to sleep and they do
not give a thought to spiritual things."
The vicar has now departed for the
West Indies on a holiday voyage.
Some of the more enlightened inhab
!tants of "Pagan Hook" are taking
around a large memorial paper asking
Christian and pagan alike to sign an
earliest entreaty to the reverend gen-
tleman to return to them
THE FUR-LINED OVERCOAT,
Dressy Gentleman Will Carry the
Garment Inside Out on
His Arm.
• - •
The precise and high-priced tallot
drew a chalk picture on the customer
who was "trying on." relates the Prov
Idence Journal, stuck three plias in
him and said:
"The most radical change in gar
meats for gentlemen for winter wea•
this year will come In the fur-lined
overcoat. We have been driven to it
by a detachable fur collar which has
made its appearance and which can be
fastened on to the permanent collar
of a $16 ready-mule topcoat in a way
that will puzzle an expert to detect its
on and off features. Of course, tha!
lelle the fur collar for the rich and
'dressy' gentleman who has a genuine
fur coat. We shall make the collar or
the expensive coat of the same ma-
terial as the cloth of the ()oat, or of
velvet, cut a little wider than the col-
lar of the Ordinary coat.
"And muffs will not be sewed on the
sleeves of the first-class fur-lined coat
this season. They were always stir
gestive of the crushed tragedian."
"flow will people know that 'dressy
sr.‘l wealthy gentlemen have fur-lined
coats?" inquired the custodian, anal
ouely.
"They will carry them inside out OD
their arms," replied the precise tailor.
Not the Clam.
Clam oiggers are predicting a cold
winter because the clams are burrow-
ing deep. Just wry a clam should be
given credit for knowing more about
the weather than human beings is not
clear. Some animate may be credited
with superior instinctive Impressions—
but not a clam.—Washington Star.
Exchange of Confidences.
Husband (during the boneymoon)—
I was awfully nervous when I pro
posed to you. I was afraid you
wouldn't accept me.
Wife—And I was awfully nervous
for weeks before you proposed. 1 wee
afraid you Wr."1' n —Spbere.
Gov. Albino Chavarria it is now
The course of love 'has not run
smoothly for the Indian chief and his
Denver inamorata. They first met
when Chavarria was brought here
with his tribe as a carnival attraction.
Added to a magnificent physique, the
Santa Chita brave has enjoyed un-
usual educational advantages. He is
a cultured redskin, and affects the
white man's dress whcn in the white
man's country.
The wealthy Denver woman, who,
with her sister, owns the Colonnade
apartments at Colfax and Marion
streets, found in the handsome red-
skin her soul's affinity. They became
engaged and marriage was decided on.
But friends interfered. Their impor-
tunities were heeded, and questions of
religion also had some bearing. oil a
postponement of the wedding.
FALL RESTORES SIGHT
Blind Preacher Slips On Ice
and Can Now See
Baltimore, Md., Jan. 3o.—Rev. Sam-
uel II. Cummings, a well-known figtrrt
in Baltimore Methodism, who has
been blind for twenty years, slipped
on the ice and fell heavily to she
pavement. lImi eye struck a bit of
projecting ice with painful force and
the clergyman lay stunned for a mo-
ment. But when he got up he found
that in some miraculous way the blow
had shocked the tight eye and he
could see indistinctly. Today Mr
Cummings picked up a periodical and
slowly called out the words on the
Corer.
"1 can see white here and yellow
there," he said, picking out the 'colors
correctly. "That window shines like
a silver shield. I can see the white
of your shirt." This is something he
has not been able to do for years.
Confused by New Sights.
"Bin things are all mixed up," hs
continued. "They are all abnormal
exaggerated, inverted. Coming down
town this morning I could sec men
rusihing hither and thither and yet
:could not male them out distinctly
It confuses me.
"When I was 14 years old a smafl
boy shot an arrow into my left eye
lost sight at "once in that eye. al-
though I could faill distinguish niglit
and day with it. The sight of the
other eye was weakened and a few
years later I was obliged to abandon
my studies „At Dickinson coliege on
account of my eyes. I entered the
ministry and joined the Baltimore
conference in 1857. when a as ao
years old."
Mr. Cummings then told how lie
gradually lost the sight of one and
then if the other eye until he was
completely blind. That was his coo-
diiipyo. iititikritc fell on Saturday.
Plan to Form Oddest Union.
New York, Jan ace—Preliminary
steps have been taken by some of the
'lest known Amman prodigies now ex-
aibiting in New York to form what
viii be in effect a "freaks' union."
Letters have been sent to promi-
lent "freaks" all over the country so.
iciting their co-operation. Many fa-
-orabk replies have, it it- said, been
-eceived. An elastic skin man, who
s on exhibition at a Fourteenth street
-nuscum, is one of the men interested
n the new organization.
"The main purpose of the union.'.:
said, "is to provide sick benefits
and a fund for the burial of unfortu-
nate and indigent members."
Colors That Do Not Quarrel.
Remember that white contrasts with
black, and harmonizes with grey:
white contrasts with brown and har-
monizes with buff; cold green con-
trasts with crimson rand harmonizes
with olive; warm green contrasts with
crimson and harmonizes with yellow;
green contrasts with colors contain-
ing yellow or blue; orange contrasts
with purple and harmonizes withyel-
low; orange requires blue, black. pur-
*plc or dark colors for contrasts and
warm colors for harmony; citrine
contrasts with purple and harmonizes
with yellows; russet contrasts with
green and harmonizes with red; gold
contrasts with any dark color, but
look!' rieher with purple, green, blue,
black and brown than with the other
colors. It harmonizes with all light
colors, but least with yellow. The
best harmony is with white
Baroness Burdett-Coutts was the
first woman to b buried in Westmin-
ster ebbey on the strength of her per-
sonal achievements. Other women
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Healthy Bath Rooms
Good plumhing means
good health and fats com-
bined with modern seni•arv
fivtures helps to imp the dortie not
of your house. 'Standard' PurceLt:n
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms, are aan.itary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend Miklos bath room Mt.
prevenient', iet us show you sampies of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
\ work, prompt pervice and attention no
Matter bow small of how large your job.
HANNAN.
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KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
... •••011.,..•••••••Timi.,•••••••,
The First Time Their Meters, Have Ever
Bari Peptise's!, FREE
The F.ernine Post has f.,r several rears • alestrneett b ipeeure pit-hoes of all Kestackenow tutus awl 'matte last succeeded in secartng them through the austauce of the Les-
lucky Stat.! historical Society. •
In order to place these pictures in a permanent form, they have been arranged in acreep in an sop.t.p.asta Atlas showing. Kentucky with the late4t census, morn-es of
nl tlie prt-ssients of the United States. Rulers and Pleas of • fi nation* stegrnship routes,
statist:est dare, history of the Russo-japan Wit'. Ono isle maps of the Untteti mates. Pen-ante Canal, I' astern and Welders, lienlisphere, reports of the last thew mitiousi census
and much other historical irformatiou.
This unique sad valuable Atlas Is FRES 1•1 ALL avositrao PIA"• sussamanas.If not sow a subscriber mead 13.00 fcrr • full year's subscription iry mall or grasp for six
month's 4,4414•eripqkm, understand that these rates •re hi' inail only and that the sub-
scription grit* by carrier or agent is ,o cents per week.
The Zeroing POW publishes ids or more editions daily and the latest edition is sent to
each reader accurdirig to the time that it will reach them.
The Peening Post is frit in everything and has the most State uews and best
market reports.
For all th: people and n•ainst the grafter.
Independent always.
Jive the Itosae.
Eurtittig ast. Lousavou.a. KY.
NUBLACK"
Loaded Black Powder Skis
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire, r
Will Stand Reloading.
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Practice in all the courts of th
Beats. Both phones er.
Rooms r. 2, 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
C. MANNINO SEARS, M.B.




Rooms $ and 6, Register Build
ing.
pis Broadwey, Paducah, KY-






Hi. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
Residence, sp6; Office, 355.
Ekcursion Rates on
The Rivet
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETAIRN. Continuous Passage. ken;
UnlMaged 'ticket gs.ou. meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over, fir.so each, without
Isiblds; Oa oo with meals.
Good music on all the boats.. Foe
farther particulars see
S. A. FOWLER. Gen. Pass. Agent
er GIVEN FOWLER. City Pass
Agent Plume 33.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS









OLIVER, OLIVER & MdGRF,GOR
LAWYERS
°PRICES: Benton, Ky.. rear Bank
Stadia Couety; Paduadt. Ky.
Rohm zz4. Praternity Banding.
New Phone 114 Old Phone 41t4A
R. T. LIGHTFOOT
Lawyer.
Will Practice in all Courts of Ken
tucky...
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)
Office 306 Broadway-Phorte 120
Residence lho Broadway.
Phone 140.
Polar seas are in every case shal-
lower than tropical.
. A woman talks about herself-or
about some other woman.
There is a sure reward for faithful
-'"ailence.,-Horace.
COCKTAIL AT THREE A CURIOUS PROFES310N.
tisooctIon That Was Too Mimi he
Cowboys and the Riser lad
to Drink It.
- —
"I was stand iii... o the barroom Is 4
resort at Three Forks," said a travel-
log man, "waiting for the proprietor
arrive, In the hope of placing a
small order. While I was waiting,
two oowboys, wrapped in fur coats,
their own dignity and a reputatioa as
the top riders of the country which
stretches away toward the bead of
Willow Creek, came into the saloon
sad, marching up to the bar, demand.
ad • cocktail.
'The bartender looked nonplussed
fin a moment, but he was not to be
abut out, leo he grabbed the biome'
glass he could And behind the bar and
inucedlistely got busy. If there was
anything there he missed putting into
that glass, from the salt and poppet
sauce used to fievor the beer, to the
snippings front the sada of the cigars
which be found in the cigar cutter,
could not see it, and when he had
finally finished he had two big bee
gleams full of the mixture.
"The boys both tasted the beverage
and It did not taste good. Each had
stalimbared • big gun and, playfully
toying with the weapons, they sup
gloated that the bartender drink Lb
own mixture. It required Some per
suasion, but finally, to avoid tosithis
be swallowed the contests of hoe
glasses. 'Now, make your will, yea
arosid-be poisoner,' shouted the panel
ere, and solemnly they pet their guns
back where they belonged, treated the
belie to the cigars and faded awes
tato the distance, their horses kitties
only the high spots as they Camp
peered up the valley.
"And I tail you, the Impromptu has
tender had good occasion to make 1Is
will. For three or four hours lie was
the sickest mall I ever saw. and 14
took the services of • doctor, whi
worked over him for an hour or two
to bring him back to life again."
CASTE IN THE KITCHEN.
Case of a Cook Who Couldn't Mime
to Beside on Just a Plain
Street.
Tbe Lindsay family was moving oui
of the old house pn an avenue into
sew house on a fashioneble street At
that erttical period the Lindsay reek
cave wake of lea-Ing. 'rho ratstrse,
was in despair, for the cook was •
model one, and had lived with then
for years, relates the Chicago Record
Herald.
"It will be so much more eonvenlent
In lb. Lew house, Nora. and we have
depended on )on so long I don't awe
now ue can part with yen now. At
pas tell me wiry you are Seller
irr 1.1ucisay pleaded.
-Weil, mein, I have my own repute
Can to look aft.'." answered Nora
"and if I west &sin the rules of tie
Intelligence sassfety I belongs to the,
wouldn't give me is reccen4 In tte bed
houses, an then 1.1 let down and out-
lets?"
-No. I don't see." retorted her ads
trees. "tell me exlctly why you an
giving up • pare that has always
salted you for an uncertainty"
-Sure. mem, It'a because of tbe nacre
tag You are going to live cal a street'
-Yes. owl of the finest in the city'
"An' I've always lived on a avenue
mem If It was a terrace, or a bottle
vard, I might be willin' to change, but
when me friends found that I was liv
lag on just a street they'd all cut me.
they would. Indeed, mem. I draw the
be at a street"
bOOKS WRITTEN IN PRISON
game of the Itost Famous Writers
Did Their Best Work Be-
hind Bars.
A publisher was talking about Osseo
Wilde's strange book. "De Profundia'
with Its pathetic decoration of a Islet
beating its wings egainst the bars of a
"WIlde*s is not the first *sod book et
Imes been written in jail," he said
"Jail. In fact, seems to be a good plea
M write books In. Literary men star
peas themselves there.
'John Bunyan wrote 'Pilgrim's Pre*
ossa' in MIL
"Cervantes wrote 'Don Quixote' a
orison.
"Defoe laid the plans for 'llobinsor
C11111104. during a term of conAnement
Imposed on him for the writing of s
pamphlet called 'The Shortest Way
with the Diameters.'
'Leigh Hunt wrote ̀ 13.1mtni' in jail.
Mk Water Retest, during his 14
years' imprisonment in the tower of
London, wrote his excellent 'History
of the World.'
Pellioo and Tame both did
their best work in jail."
Sheep in Spain.
There are about 10,000,000 of metre-
cry sheep in Spain. which each yeas
travel some 200 miles from the plains
to the mountains. Their march, rest
log places and behavior are governed
by 'Pedal regulations ,dating from ths
fourteenth century°. At certall thaw
no one may travel the same route as
the deep, which have the right ti
graze on all open and ebtatoon land 01
the way. ,For this purpose a road 9(
yards wide must hi /eft on all enclosed
and private property. The shepherd,
Mad their flocdotirtich are ac000rPanler
by provision Mikes, and by large doge
to guard against a night attack by
wolves.
Theater Banks
New York is to have a bank, new
the chief theaters, which will b. *pet
ar) night so that ladle, attending es
tortalaments will be able to &midi
their jewels for witor-ipias ssio
writs& boom
Body of Men Under Direction it
Chief Who Applaud Actors
on the Stage.
The question of employing "ciao
quern" in New York theaters ha.s been
agitated, but it Is safe to say that the
American sense of humor will never
permit this. The claque in European
cities consists of a small body of man.
under the orders ef a chief, who un-
dertake to applaud actors and actress-
es at certain times. The only one of
the band who is remunerated is. the
abler. The men under him get the
privilege of seeing the play without
paying for their seats. The "chefs
de claque" of the great subsidized
theater of Paris are officials paid by
Lb. management to do certain work.
Their salaries vary from 300 to 600
frence • month, and for that sum they
are expected to take with them into
UN theater at each performance a cer-
tain number of men with big, strong
hands sad intelligent smotigh to else
when they are given the signal by
their leader.
The ciaquer's work does not demand
intellect of a high order. The thief is
supposed to have taken notes at the
rehearsals, to have consulted with the
ensaager, to have talked with the au-
thor, and to hare • very accurate ides
of the good points of the play. The
112041 under him are scattered all about
the house ready to give a quick re-
sponse to the sigaal of their leader.
Most of these men are eminently re-
speallable They are email theplusep-
ess, students of the drama and pupils
of the Coaservatotre with tosstilleient
mosey te spend upon theater gobs*.
At time opera they number 30. They
saasembie every itemise at half-past
seven in a cafe at the corner of the
Boulevard Hausmann and the RIM
Lafayette, where they crowd around
their leader and sower to their names
Ilk. small schoolboys. As each an.
ewers 'present" to his name he re-
solves a metal ticket Lpon wbiLh is the
annar of his seat.
PERILS OF LAKE SAILORS.
Erie Is the Water Most Dreaded of
the Whole Great Chain
of Lakes.
The lake sailors think t'sey lays
nearly all the dangers and hardship*
of the Atlantic seamen (except thatt
poor pay) and echo perils of their own
besides, says Outing. They have as
tides-except every seven years, some
say-bitt they have currents to consid-
er current- that rue le all sorts ot
different directions at unscheduled
tetanal*. They have no banks as
Newfoundland, but they have fogs; for
Instance in the StralUt of Mackinac-
full of reefs, islands and other vessels.
Worse than that, they have forest fires
which send thick clouds of smoke tot
many miles across the water, stinging
Lb. eyes and blinding them.
Lake Erie, the smallest but one of
the group, is considered the worst at
• Lake Sueprior is deep, over 1,0011
feet in some places, reaching 600 feet
above Lb. sa level and 400 fast below,
bet Lake Erie In its deepest spots Is
only about 200 and in most parts much
shallower. Accordingly one it those
sudden and furious storms kicks up a
tremendous row, so that between the
very choppy sea and the constant dim-
ger of running aground the lake cap-
tains dislike Lake Erie In a blow more
than any other, for, as with sailors
the world over, it is not the water
(which is their element), but land
which they fear.
WHY GOODS WERE SO HIGH
Differentt Stories That Were Told by
the Dry Goods Merchant and
His Clerk.
An old woman once asked in • dry
goods store to be shown some silk. A
young clerk showed her some, saying
-We can do this for you at $1.60 a
yard.- The woman asked for some
thing better, but the clerk replied that
they bad nothing better. Whereupon
the proprietor came forward and said
"Too must excuse my aeldstant, ma
dam; he is new to the business. Here
madam. Is a superior article, $2.10 a
yard. If it were not for the fact that
bought it some time ago we should
have to charge you $3.15 for, as you
are doubdees aware, owing to the re
cent epidemic among the 'silkworms
the price of silk has Increased enor
stoutly of late." The customer took
the silk. • few days later the same
old woman eame in and asked lot
some tape. The clerk said, glibily:
"Here are some that we can let you
have at 16 cents the dozen ytirds. If It
wasn't for the fact that we have had
It in stock some time we should have
to charge 2.5 cents, for, as you an
doubtless aware, owing to the recent
epidemic among the tapeworms, the
price of tape bas gone up enormously.'
It was then she bit him with her um
brella.
Hallway Cars in India.
Hot times in India have led to •
unique car construction. passen-
ger cars have double roofs, the one
from two and a halt to eight inches
above as other. The upper roof is
continued from the sides about 2$
Inches, forming an awoing over the
upper part of the windows. Another
peculiarity of the first and second-class
cars Is the servants' compartment at
each end, as almost every passings,
takes at least one servant with him.
No Courthouses There.
"This seems like a pretty health,'
country," said the tourist. "Whs.t dis-
ease do most people die of out hewer
repliect the western 1111.1.ire,
"you might call it kleptomania. but
we got a different itarrse fur it."-8tre7
Parte& - J
COLLEGE GIRLS GROW FAT
Soon After Entering the "Preshiser
They Begin to Acquire
Plumpness.
"In a oouple of months from sow,"
said • woman who was matron at •
women's college for several years,
"there will be a hood of letters from
girl freshmen to their mothers, all
containing one complaint: 'I'm grow-
ing so fat that my clothes won's It
me.' And the mothers will worry and
trot, and wardrobes will be sent bolas
to be let out.
'Treehmen at the women's college
always grow very plump, and they
astonish their friends and relatives
when they go home on their dret vacs
tioa by the amount at flesh they have
put on. And it is all due, 1 believe,
to the healthy, normal life that a girl
lands at college.
"The food is always palatable, nour-
ishing, and of the best, sad 4111011 the
most ttnick,y maiden learns to eat
everything. I have nese Orb erne
entered college with the idea that they
could get nothing but the white nmat
of Chicken and lemon Ice, coabeatedly
eating fried veal and onions a few
weeks later.
"And these meals are always served
at • regular time, and with plenty
of lively conversation to make them
digest easily. Let messy right her.
too, that the popular nation that col-
lege girls have midnight spreads of
mdigeetibles is a wrong one. Such
things belong to a Warthog school, bed
pot to a women's college.
"Then there are regular hours lot
retlring. Lights meet be out at tea
o'clock, and that means sight bowl
of good, healthful sleep. The ma-
sker life also contributes to the plume.
nese of the girls.
''College girls stay indoors only
when they have to and plenty of free%
air makes them strong and muscular.
The gymnasium Is another factor. Its
purposes is to develop a girl physical-
ly, and each freshman Is examined
that she may get the exercise she most
needs.
"Under all the... conditions the
freshmen rapidly grow plump and rosy
end tbis plumpness they rarely lose
earl's their college course. Even the
thinnest girl ands she can wear •
decollate evening gown after she has
been at college three months, and the
fat girls find their superfluous dish
tuning into hard, firm muscle.
"And one thing more. College; girls
are always happy, and every woman
vows fat when she la happy"
THE JEWISH PHYSICIAN.
Members of the Medical Prof melee
in liistory Who Belonged to
That &see
- -
An interesting survey of Jews rts
members of our profession is to be ob-
tained from a little work entit'ed
"Judische Aerzte und ihr Velum ale
des Judentum." which, says the Med.
!cal Record, has been homed by Dr.
Simon Scherbee One of the most
rrotninent of the earlier personages
mentioned is Cluusdal. who became a
minister under tire Calif Abdul-Rah-
man and did much to establist
the position of the Jews among Ott
Moslems in Spain during the tenth ces-
tury, as well as to foster the study ot
the Talmud in that country. Jamie
Haley'. who lived 100 years later, was
a busy phrsiclan who was also the
author of distinguished practical and
pbilosophical works. The pre&
Maitamaides of Cordova is include:
among the list of physicians by tht
author, who says that he created eke,
is almost • new Talmud, and alleged
that Richard Coeur de Leon wiahed
make him his court physician, in spit,
• the edicts of Popes Eugetilus. Nick
Was and Calixtus that Christian,
should not employ Jewish physicians
In Spain many years before the, were
practically the only practitioners o
medicine. Somewhat later Pope Alex
ander VI. had as personal physician I
Jew, Bonet de Lates, who subsequczti)
became attached to the court of Loul,
X. The edict against Jewish physt
clans was finally raised by Situ V
Largely at the instigation of two thee
celebrated physicians, David de Poem
and Ella Montalto. In the latter part
of the eighteenth century Mendels
sohn's efforts in behalf of his corn
ratriots were ably seconded by' his
friend, the physician Marcus Hers. she
contributed much toward the elevation
of the Jews In Germany. In still
more recent time Ascher. Steinheina
Erter and Johann Jacoby have been
prominent, and the author closes his
enumeration with the widely known
names of Strassmann, Neumann
Ltaginsky and Senator.
Bit of Westmoreland.
The Westmoreland hills are the re
mains of an infinitely older world-
giants decayed, but of a great race and
ancestry; they have the finish, the
delicate or noble loveliness-one might
almost say the manner-that comes of
long and gentle companionship with
those chief forces that make for nat-
ural beauty-with air situ water, with
temperate suns and too abundant
rains. Beside them the Alps are in-
human; the Apermines, mere forest.
grown heaps-mountains in the mak-
ing; while all that Scotland gains from
the easy enveloping glary of its heath-
er. Westmoreland, which is almost
heatherless, must owe to an infinitude
RICH MAN IN THE ARCTIC.
Young Englishman of Means on Yap
1oring Expedition in Polar
Region.
An enterprising young Englishman
named Alfred H. Harrison started bust
summer down the Mackenzie, the great
northern river of Canada, to spend the
winter somewhere in the neighborhood
of its mouth. 11L winter camp is sup
posed to be in the delta among the
Eskimo. Neat spring he expects to
set out on an exploring expedition
Into an unknown polar area.
All the maps show a great number
of arctic islands to the north of Olt
continent. But the western part ol
this region hae not yet been explored
excepting very near the coast, and
there is a stretch of about 1,000 mile*
of sea to the west of Prince Patrick
Island and Banks Landing where sot
a bit of land Is shown.
The Jeannette drifted through the
middle of this region without epeeists
land until she get north of the Nes
Siberia island*, where she dieoovers
three islands. No reason la knows
why there should not be other islands
and Ilarrison's purpose Is, tt pcosible
to find new lands, should any exist is
Nits part of the Aretle
Harrison has use advantage area
most explorers and that Is that he is
a man of means. All he had to As
was to select his field of work, settle
the bills for his outfit. and go on his
way.
He Is bearing the whole expense
himself. except that he received a loss
of scientific Instruments from the
Royal Geographical society; and some
of the sledges and other equipment
ased by a south polar expeditios
were presented to him.
The work before him is difficult and
nazardous, but there Is every reason
to hope that be may be able to adc
eornething at least to our knowledp
Of this unknown area. Ile is an ex
oerienced traveler, and has trainee:
himself very thoroughly to carry out
is work on scientific lines, lie ha)
a number cf excellent assbtants ant
expects to buy dogs of the Eskimee
in the Mackenzie delta.
According to our present know)
edge, it is doubtful if the more north
ern arctic waters in this region con
Lain any islands. Not far north col
Frans Josef Land Dr. Nannen came
upon a sea wilh soundings of 2,000
fathoms.
It Is believed that this deep sea ex-
tends over the wbole of the north
polar area to within 100 or 150 miles
of the continents. If this is the oasts,
no land is likely to be found, except
on the continental shelf, where the
soundings rarely exceed :00 fathoms.
If Harrison discovers new Islands, the
probability is that he will find them
within 200 miles of the coasts of
berth America or Asia.
FARE WAS PARTICULAR.
Humane Young Woman Gave Cabby
a Most Unpleasant Sen-
sation..
The young woman was about to take
• ride in a este She was evidently a
humane young person, because, when
the driver of the vehicle brought it at
her signal, she proceeded to emetics
him, rotates the Baltimore News.
"Has your horse done much work to-
dayr she asked.
-itie's just come out of his stable
lady," replied that person, mends
ciousl y.
The girl fait he quadruped's sides
"He seems to be very warm.' she
ventured.
"'lessons; his stable's warm Hess,
h,etap more *lee' true ii..e.ting about
than he is f rt
The yot -g N.ozss-. ix:Ted at his
boots.
*Are his shoes all right " she asked
"Sure.* said the driver. 'We
have a vetec:nary who shoes the
horses every morning before they
come out of the stable. and every
evening before they go in."
"Is he very old?" faltered the Ihri,
gingerly prodding the horses' bp In
$ vain attempt to see his teeth.
"That Ives abet nothing more'n
oolt, miss," responded the driver, se-
riously. "lit ain't been in harness
more'n a year. But he has the sweet
disposition fur sure, and he's as
steady as an cild boss He's a regular
kitten for geutlecess and spirits."
The young woman smiled as ono
;rho feels that she has done all, she
can in the cause of humanity. "Well,'
she said, "don't drive fast," and
stepped into the vehicle.
"If there's anything I bate it is to
take these S P. C. A. ladles a-riding,"
confided the driver in a growl to a fel-
low cabman as be adjusted his reins
"Every time I try to wake this old
brute trot a bit now she'll be poking
up the trap and a-screaming at ma
I sure do hope his shoes'll stay on till
I get her wherever she's a-going."
if Ana strokes, tints, curves and group. Friends for Self-Defenea
tugs, to touches of magic and to lines JInks-1 tell you what It is, there
it grace, yet never losing the wild
seem of precipice and rock that be- scal'ing II"
having kY" of friends.
longs of right to a mountain I Wink9-1 Dremilhoe cot'
Century. links-No, sir. As F3 -6.3u as I lose a
)0.5 my friends go all around hunting
Mammoth Moth. a um place for me so as to save 1111•
The largest moth known is the Giant the trouble of borrowing from I.:Lem--
At**, found in China. he wings sal stray stories.







Just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there is a great difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store per-
fumes. We know\how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since










Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is raise-
"No other like it in \Vest Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by








Hidest Prices Paid fer Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
B., anything and sell everything
as11-eao Court Street: Old pboise
(IAA.
Clem Fransiola
ILOVTKr. WAGrtN IN CONMEC-
riot&
I WOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS ME PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCOORA r ED
aps MM. Day and Night
_dialogue School
Excursion
St. Louis and Tennessee River 
Pack-
et company-the cheapest 
and be;
excursion out of Paducah.
SBiali Fir the Rend 
Trip ta
UV Tennessee river & retur
It is a trip of pleasure, 
cornices
and relit; good service, good 
tabl
good roams, etc. Boats 
leave then
Wednesday and Saturday at S P.
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1 Cold Cure 1
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everiboey knows that ii-
• cue should be paid in January; yet
• . fauns peopk seem to forget it. This
s intencled as a ofriendly reminder
...CYR YOUR • poop.
Ten per cent be added to all
_L-iieense after ry 1. Naturally
is not a pleasant obligation to
• eett/e. It is also an unpleasant duty
1or the treasurer to collect it. There-
iore endeavor to avoid it, by your
orompt attention.
Every business, occupation, agency
end profession is liable for a license
'eindly call at the city treasurer's of-
ece at your earliest convenience that






THE HEN OR THE EGG
THINK IT OVER
IF YOU WISH TO KNOW
RING 1513 OR CALL AT 438
BROADWAY AND WE WILL
EXPLAIN ALL ABOUT THE
NECESSITY OF EXPERT DE.
SIGNS, ARTISTIC, ATTRAC-
TIVE, UP-TO-DATE PIC-







TO OBEY FIRE ORDINANCE
Clevelend, O., Jan. 30.—Building In-
-pector Voree has issued an order
that an outside fire escape be placed
on the Rockefeller building.
The building code provides that
there must be at least two means of
erevss from all buildings, and that
where the elevators and stairway are
eidc by side an additional means of
eseape must be provided.
An inspection of (he Rockefeller
lmilding disclosed the fact that it was
not constructed in accordance with
this section of the code. The cleva-
'eters and stairway adjoin. It was be-
lieved that fire that reached the eleva-
tor shaft would cut off escape by the
- tairway.
Rockefeller's agent has not yet
notified the city whether or not he
-would comply with the laws.
H. H. Meyer. the Fresco Artist.
eeeld 'Phone 1561.
rtraeltleh.n.neeetrel trefUlf111.1 Lteetellertre
1 Dr. Dwight's aLilyderma
1 
Cream
Prevents and Cures Chap-
ped Rough Skin. Makes
the skin soft, smooth and
white. Seanoves all blem-
, Isbes caused by the cold
Winds.
-I DELIGHTFUL TO USE? AFTER SHAVING
, For Sale only at,
I BACON'SDRUG STORE
ONCE
Gelatine Made From Hides and Their
Scrapings—Frozen Oysters
No Good.
Washington, Jan. 3o.—Dr. Harvey
W. Wiley, chief of the Chemistry
bureau of the department of agricul-
ture, and government pure food ex-
pert, gave much interesfing testimony
concerning the deterioration of food-
stuffs in cold storage before the
house committee on agriculture,
otiose hearings ore the agricultural
appropriation bill have just been made
Two cold storage warehouses are
at Dr. Wiley's disposal in Washing-
ton, and he gave the results he has
attained by experiments with all sorts
of foodstuffs. "Milk begins to de-
teriorate right away, and so does
cream," said Dr. Wiley. "Eggs also
begin to deteriorate immediately.
Fruit is improved and sometimes con-
tinues to improve for three months.
Meat improves up to about six or
eight weeks. But after three months
for meat you can see that it has reach-
ed the maximum, and then it begin 




When asked for a further explana-
tion of meat frozen in cold storage.
Dr. Wiley- said.
"We find that meats do not taste
as weH, and they do not smell as well,
end every time the Jury can pick that
eeich het been kept over three
months. Take our quail We have
quail a year old and we have fresh
quail cooked at the same time. We
cook them just alike, and you can
distinguish between them first by
their looks and then by smell and
tame. Every time the jury can pick
teem out blindfolded."
Dr. Wiley stated that he is a deer
otgh believer in cold storage, and be
heves most foods improve when prop-
erly kept for a short fime, but he
:aid that the object of his experiments
N to tell the public, and particularly
the cold storage people, how long,
they may safely keep article, of food
in storage He said that as yet he
has been unable to determine whether
drawn or undrawn poultry kept the
better.
Dr. Wiley was asked many ques-
tions about oysters, and said that the
oysters opened and shipped in buckets
should be prevented from entering
interstate commerce, as they are
dead.
"An oyster as dead an hour after
it isiopened." said Dr. Wiley, 'and is
ret good It loses its flavor."
• • •
Frozen Oysters.
In response to inquiries from Rep-
resentaelve Haskins as to the advisa-
bility of freezing oysters to preserve
them for shipment, Dr. Wiley seid:
"Oh; they ought not to be frozen
That ruins them, and as soon as they
thaw they are dangerous."
He then urged that oysters should
be shipped alive and in the shell, and
said that the greatest outrage of the
oyster trade is to soak oysters with
fresh water and swell them up, mak-
ing them look fat. Dr. Wiley said the
oysters sent out in tin cans are all
right, but in further denunciaeoin of
hulk oysters shipped in tubs and buck-
ets he said: ''Thcy are either pre-
served with some preservative or are
dangerously neae the ptomaine line,
one of the two."
Gelatin was denounced by Dr.
Wiley, who said of it:
"It is made out of hides. of the
scrapings from hides. These hides go
into the tanners' vats, and these hides
that smell to heaven are treated and
trimmed and these trimmings are
used 'to make gelatin. The marine
hospital service found tetanus germs
in gelatin."
* 5 *
• Dirtiest in World.
Dr. Wiley said that the gelatin fac-
tories are the dirtiest in the world;
that the hides used are treated with
alkali, which is rubbed into them for
shipment. The hides are scraped and
trimmed and put in tanners' vats and
the •reslidue used for gelatin. He said
that this gelatin is sometimes made
in glue factories, and what is not fit
for glue is made into gelatin.
)n .reply to a question from Repre-
sentative Haugen as to the uses of
this gelatin, Dr. Wiley/said: "It is
used for putting into ice cream and
candies and for making capsules that
yeti take your medicine in."
He added that there is no objection
to gelatin if properly made, and that
there is plenty of wholesale raw ma-
terial to make it of. As to the prop-
osition of gelatin made from material
contaiteng live germs,. Dr. Wiley said:
."No one wants to run the risk of get-
ting lockjaw by taking a powder or
pill or eating ice cream"
'And now a German paper. Jugend.
amounces the "anti-Caruso corset
'6'1" • .....-..••••ilialdknanntUlrirtn.rtn.n.ruirtnrtn.rirtautri.n, wIlich is lined with sham_
vointcd sPikcS.
##.Atee.sete.teetee.seeeetreet
I••  PERSONAL MENTION. *
• •
••••••••••••••••••••••*•••
Miss Hallie Moorman, of Mayfield,
passed through here yesterday en
route to, Louisville to 'kit Mrs.
Trevor Whayne.
Mr. John G. Miller left yesterday
for Frankfort on legal business.
Miss Mabel Roberts is confined ivith
fever at her home in 314 Ohio street.
Mrs. Win. Booten of Denver, Coke,
leaves Saturday for Helena, Ark., tet
attend the wedding February 7 of
Miss Lalah Martin and Mr. Fred Bur-
dette. She came here from Denver
to participate in the ceremony uniting
her brother, Mr. Edward Beingituret
and MIss Martha Davis.
Mrs. John S. Bleecker yesterday
vent to Nashville, Tenn., to vis:t her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ilarailtoe
Parks.
Mrs. Lula ileriughurst Epperian anel
Miss Mollie Claiborne, of Nashville,
returned home yesterday after attend-
tig the wedding of the former's
brother, Mr. Edward Bringhuriit and
Miss Davis.
Mrs. Thomas C. Leech leaves Seri-
day for New York, from where the
sal February 7 for Euroe
Mies Belle Lockett of Hendeloon.
gees home Saturday. She we; an
attendant of the Davis-Bringeoest
wedding and i:, now the guest of Mrs.
I14 Mildred Davis. Miss t elyV. alker of Dyersburg, who came for
the nuptials, remains here until Sun-
day before going home.
Mesdames Charles Graham and
Fannie Carter leave next Wednesday
for Mobile, Ala., to visit Mrs. Teresa
Gilbert
Miss Lillie Graves of Dycusbnrg.
arrived here last night from Cairo to
visit her brothers. Lawyer Eugene
Graves and Dr. W. T. Graves.
Mr. George Duckett and party of
Memphis, passed through yesterday
en roate home from Golconda, Ill.,
where they buried Mes. Duckett iiho
died 'Monday at Memphis.




WAREHOUSE OF FREIGHT DE-
PARTMENT WAS SEETHING
MASS WHEN NOTICED.
Destruction of This Being Certainly,
Attention Was Directed to Saving
Passenger Depot Opposite
inerning at 1:30 ceciisele Dis-
patcher William Hills of the Paducah
offices for the N., C. and St. I-. rail-
road got a message from the opera-
tor for the road at Murray, stating
that at that hour the freight depot.
and warehouse at that city was a mass
of flames, and Icing rapidly consumed
by fire which started in the ware-
house part of the structure. Shortly
after this information arived here,
communication was cut off and no
additional news could be gotten, as
the hot flames turned in two ehe rail-
road company's telegraph wires run-
ning right alongside the freight depot,
and which lead on into this city.
The freight depot and warehouse is
a frame structure and sits right across
the track from the handsome pas-
seuger etet'on tht N., C. & $t. L. has
the:e.
The entire warehouse was in flames
by time the railroad attaches discov-
ered the fire, and nothing could be
done to save the building, but the
attention of all was directed to pre-
venting the flames from spreading to
the passenger depot opposite. It
could not be learned whether they
succeded in this on account of the
communication being eie. off.
The loss, even if only the ware-
house is consumed, will be some
thousands of dollars, as the building
was full of fre:ght whi.11 went up in
smoke also, the flame enveloping this
as well as everything else, by time
of discovery.'
Among other treasures, the czar
keeps in a glass case in the palace at
Peterhof the first sod of the great Si-
berian railway, which he turned, as
czarovitch, about 13 years ago.
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER









Mt. Carmel, 23.6 falling.
Nashville, 11.8 falling.
Pittsburg, 3.8 standing.
St. Louis, 17.0 falling.




The steamer Joe Wheeler got away
eesterday for Chattanooga.
Captain James Koger of the St.
Louis and Tennessee river line, does
not thNnie they will be able to resume
until sometime in March, their
through hosts running all the way
from the Future Great to the Ten-
nesree. The City of Savannah is still
up on the Carondiget ways out of
the way of Mississippi river ice.
The United States boat Search ar-
rived here from the Wabash river
and went on yesterday to the lower
Mississippi river.
The Buttorff got away yesterday
for Nashville. She comes back next
Sunday.
The City of Memphis got out for
the Tennessee river yesterday. She
returns here next Monday.
The steamer Kentucky comes out
of the Tennessee river late tocright
and remains at the wharf until five
o'clock Saturday afternoon before
leaving on her return that way.
The Joe Fowler comes in tomor-
row from Evansville and departs at
once on her return that way.
The steamer India Givens, Wihth
was burned at Hickman, !Ky., Sunday
morning, is said to be a total loss.
She was owned by the Mississippi
Valley Elevator company of St. Louis
of which Capt. F. W. Sebastian is
manager. Several members of her
crew narrowly escaped death, some
of them being obliged to jump into
the river and swim ashore. AZ
burning to the water's edge she
5he is said to have been insured for
$7,00o. The boat had been operating
in the corn business in the vicinity
of Cairo. haring been chartered by
Phillips Bros. of that city. The India
Givens was formerly the P. D. Stagg*
and about five years ago was wrecked banquet given right after; else winning
by striking a bridge on the Tennessee, side Oft contest being waited upon
river. The crew escaped on a raft lin g the food, by the van-
:milt from lumber and ties, which con- (Pushed-
shorted most of the cargo and the '
boat floated down the Tennessee and • Cerrfr-' Labor BM",
lit° the Ohio where she lodged on ' e•ening being the fifth Tym...
42.- Central I Aar Union m.d* not
opteet to imitii11 the newly elected
ollicerit who will not be inducted into
their reepective places, until the
Thursday following, which will be
February 7. The new "beer" ere -
Char)... Moseley. president; Charles
litlttoto'seet president; lion Craneall,
trimmers.; Frank Burrowi, recording
secretary. J. R. Thonsp•on. financial
secretary. Charles Luetenmeyer,
Henry Rollins and Charles eVhitc.
trustees.
PREPARATIONS
WOODMEN OF WORLD AR-
RANGING FOR BIG OATH-
Men WRUNG MARCH.
Large Betel) of Petitions Be in To-
morrow  at Red Men's Meet-
ing-.,Central Labor Body.
Alt
I tupotillac businest• pertaining to
the me Of Jersey camp of the
'of the World at their hall
over Di ot's grocery on Third
and Eliza& streets, as evidenced by
the official call in another column.
summoning all members to be pres-
ent.
The head camp will bring here
many hundred brethren delegates
from Kentucky and Tennessee, as the
head body includes representatives
from every subordinate lodge in these
two states. The Raducals camps have
been gradUAlly making their arrange-
ments to entertain the mammoth dele
ratio% ling glow that the time for con-
veningiie go 'close at hand, six weeks
off, the lodge men are getting quite
busy wielding tip their preparations.
It will he one of the most representa-
tive gatherings 'held here for years
and probehibeies are the session will
be conducted in the opera home, on
account of the lodgerooms of Paducah
being too Sinai to accommodate
everybody centfortably.
a sandbar She was afterwards
leuriched and rebuilt by Capt Lee
Howell of Evansville. Ind.. and Ren
P. Givens of this city and named in
honor of Mr. Givens' wife. The boat
has been owned in St. Lines for the
past three years.
—Mrs. George Crumbaugh is con-
fined at her home on North Seventh
street eith dines,
FINANC ECOMMITTEE.
Watchdogs of the City Treasury Will
Go Over Accounts Tomorrow.
--
The finance committee of the gen-
cral council will tomorrow afternoon
at the office of City Auditor Alexan-
der Kirktand for the purpose of
checking over the accounts held
against the municipality by private
parties, and also to go over the semi-
monthly payroll. Financial matters
will be gotten in condition for allow-
ance of the respective sums during
the councilmanic and aldermanie 4es--
&ions next week.
LICENSE RUSH.
City Treasurer Is Collecting Thous-
ands of Dollars at Present.
City Treasurer John Dorian did a
rushing business yesterday, as result
of The Register reminding the people
doing business in this city that today
is the last day on which Rte./ can pay
their municipal licenses, before the
penalty goes on. The treasurer took
in over $2,000 in licenses yesterday,
and this is unusually large, while to-
day he expects to have his big rush
from the people who do not care to
go over into tomorrow and thereby
get on the delinquent list which ex-
acts the added cost of penalty from
those in arrears.
Itati Man's Lodge.
During the meeting of the Red
Men's lodge tomorrow evening, an-
other batch of applications for mem-
Nimbly will be turned in by the sides
Which are waging the membership
contest with vigor and vim. The
sides are tugging against each other
with much spirit and they think that
not less than este hundred new
affiliates will be procured as result of
lest brotherly struggle f,r supremacy
in the eentest.
At each meeting the petitions are
balloted upon and if the candidate is
fit for admission, he is then held in
readiness until the last night of the
contest when all will be admitted in




Tax Sale Involves Millions.
N cw York. Jan 30—About the h:g-
ge‘i tax sale ever proposed in the city
of New York has been ordered by
Controller H. A. Metz. The con-
troller said tonight tha: hc had in-
'trotted Daniel Moynihan, collector
of sasessments and arrears, to pro-
ceed forthwith with the sale of all
property in the Boroughs of Brook-
lyn, Queens and Richmond upon
which arrearages prior to 1904 exist.
Millions of dollars are involved.
. 4. 4. 4. + • + • • • • • .*+i
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, I POPULAR WANTL IS
4 ill
4 * • • • • • • • • • • • • it
FOR SALE—Drug store, stock and
show cases at a bargain. Apply at
the Register.
e-
LOST—On street between The
Kentucky opera house and 305 North
Seventh, a chain of cut jet beads.
Finder return to George Rock shoe
store and receive reward.
For up-to-date cleaning and press
.ing garments go to Solomon the Tail
or, 113 South Third St. Two 'phones.
- - - —
FOR RENT—New brick house
3311 Jefferson-6 desirable rooms and
very desirable place, by month or
year. Apply J. B. HALL
WHITTEMORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY Fraternity building.
FOR RENT—Elegant flats. Ser
entb and Broadway. Apply to B. .1tio
Scott. .
FOR RENT—Cottage, $8 per
month, three blocks trosiS P. 0. apply
at 441 South gutth street.
,
WANTED FOR U,.. p. ARBCY--,
Able-bodied unmarried. men 'between
ales of 21 and 3$; citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate batiks, who can speak, read
and write English. Bor information
apply to Recruiting Ofbeer, New
Richmond Roast, Paducah, Ky
Expert Accoantssit
W111 post. examine, systematize and
audit books by the dui, week or the
Job. Tereus reasmiabte.




T_Itior wnsortranr Tie /92/Tiktir
New York, Jan. 31- --Diamonds and
other jewels valued at $15,0oci were
found hidden In nn old trunk in the
home of the Ls eilarles Tripler, of
Manhasset, L I., discoverer of liquid
air. The find was made by Mr.
Tripler's son who was appointed ad
ministrator and is heir to all of the
elder Triplet'. estate The son
knew nothing of the presence ra
these valuables until tic broke into
the trunk in order to make an in-
ventory of the estate. The cider Me.
Triplet also left considerable real
estate.
TRIES TO AWAXIC GUT
Wrli AX: IS ARRESTED
_
Hammond. Ind., --Ilerause
Curtis I lIder, a hoarder, slept at 9
o'clock in the n:oriiing when he




to get Older out of bed, attacked him 
an x
with today and nearly killed
him Older is at St. Margaret Hoe-
peal in a critical condition. Goetz
has been arrested and will be tried to-
morrow morning. Gcetz's only di.
(tine is that he couldn't get Older
out of bed in any other spy than by
attacking him with an ax. He says
he tried 2 club, but that was no good
Five years age the oldest Primitive
Methodist preacher in England. Rev,
James Bonitos, of Norwich. lost his
sight. Now, at ta, a *neve sful opera-





I Lillian Langtry's name has been
I changed 'again, but the astotrishiag
1 feature about it is that it was Or.




.We have every thing needed by the scholars for the second
On a number of items we can save you money.
might not get what you need if you wait
D• E. Wilson Irv!
At, Harbour's Department, Store
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 254
— GENUINE
r TRADEWATER COAL R.EALPITTSBURG
West Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPORATED.
Office and Elevator 2nel & Ohio
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